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Orange

and the Farmer.
is a factor of society, and
as such be is accountable for tbe manin wbich he performs the duties
ner
which devolve upon him, writes National Grange Master N. J. Bacbelder
in an exchange.
The tirst is to his home and family.
The second is to hi· government, that
permits him to enjoy the blessings and
happiuess of his home and family.
The third is to better the conditions
and advance the interests of bis chosen
man

occupation.

Since we are looking at the farmer's
side of the question, what should be his
M A INK.
south paws,
action and what can be do to better his
warranie<l.
condition?
Λ
my best work
There are certain conditions existing
that must be met and overcome to obII. p. JONKS.
tain results desired
by the farmer.
What legislation is needed must be seDentist,
cured by his combined efforts. As an
MAINE.
NORWAY,
individual among seventy millions of
4.
to
Ottce Hours—» to 13—1
people he is intiniteeimally small, and
as an individual he is hopelessly helpless
to do one thing to obtain relief.
r. SMITH.
The moment the farmer attempts to
Attorney at Law,
relieve any burdeu created by unjust
MAINE.
taxation or unequal distribution of it,
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty. it makes no difference in what direction,
II,,-· Block.
he is met by an organized force. No
A PARK.
argument is needed at this time to cod
vince any intelligent farmer that such is
Attorneys at Law.
the case.
MAINS.
It is not enough that he complains and
ukthk:.,
Κ lier y C. Park.
wants something done, but he is morally
\ I !l*on R. Uerrlck.
bound to do something himself and not
>. HARLOW,
merely wish it done.
He has power aud it is his duty to use
that power so as to make it available
Attorney at Law,
aud his influence felt. So that if he
MAINE.
1>I \KIELD,
cannot make bis influence felt or his
power available as an individual (and 1
RltillT Λ WHEELER,
say he cannot), his duty is to make it
so, and that can only be done through
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, his organized efforts.
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
Every farmer owes it to society to
Alton C- Wheeler.
assist iu securing honest legislators and
Jaaie» S. Wright.
just representation. That a lethargy
exists amoug farmers in regard to political duties is evident from the class of
legislators that represeut them, composed as it is almost wholly of men
Me.
from other professions and possessing
14 Main St.,
but little iuterest in tbe affairs of the
farmer.
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ing year.

April 12th,

Pulp

Bryant's Pond, Me.
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for mincers.

experience* I
W. S
Carpenter,
t< ,
Michigan breeder, has the following
of feeding calve: ,
Kay about the method
to produce good milkers:
,
(,I can say that the best performer
when II {
I have raised have, as a rule,
months to two years old looked an< I
acted a great deal like steers, and noth
than to hav< ,
ing is more pleasing to me two
years oli
a heifer between one and
and beefy, provide*
grow large, strong
ba<
she carries a large paunch. 1 bave
two that did not carry the large paunch
who nevertheless put on meat and fat
no
and grew to good size, but were
worth 10 cents for milk cows. I am in
clined to believe that until they are om
be kept In a
year old they want to
a

condition

as

an

possible, but

no

I am inclined to believe that i
allowed all the whole milk they will tak
bes
they will not develop along the
lines, but do think that if the feed i
ol
warm skim milk, oats, bran and
meal they can have every pound the;
will eat.1'
Some of the finest export cattle
ο
have ever seen were fitted for export
else than blue grasi
nothing
practically
this 1
Some heavy feeders may think
but it is being done reguUi
fat.

RUQS

1λ(ΙΙΤ

The impress of the grange on its mem
bers has a great influence for good. I
makes better men and better women 1
and incites all to a higher plane of life

thrifty

Entirely new procee·. any »lie and
variety of de*l«n. Coeto leae an«t will

OA

book entitled:

work of the kind ever published. Sent postpaid for 91.
All the varieties of clover, except alfalfa, are beat cut for hay when in full
bloom.
Here and there a head may
have turned brown. If cut earlier, the
crop ia difficult to cure, nor will it conlain a maximum of nutriment. If cut
later it lose* much in palatability.
Alfalfa should be cut a little earlier, or
just when it is nicely coming into bloom,
aa if cut later the shedding of the leaves
in the curing is likely to be large.
All clovers are much injured by exposure to rain or dew. They will also
lose much if cured in the swath, without being frequently stirred with the
tedder; that is, it will take serious injury if cured in the swath as it fell from
the mower. If cured thus, it will lose
ir aroma and palatability, through the
breaking of leaves and consequently in
feeding value. To avoid these losses,
clover is more frequently cured in the
cock. When cured thus, it preserves
the bright green color, the aroma and
the tint of the blossoms, it is less liable
to heat in the mow or stack aDd is greatly relished by live stock when fed to
them.
To cure it thus, it is usually tedded
once or twice after it has lost some of
its moisture. It is then raked as soon
as it is dried enough to rake easily, and
put up into cocks. When the quantity
to be cured is not large, caps are sometimes used to cover the cocks to shed
the rain when the weather is showery.
These are simply square strips of some
kind of material that will shed rain,
weighted at the corners to keep them
from blowing away. The clover remains
in the cocks for two or three days, or
until it has gone through the sweating
process. Exposure to two or three
showers of rain falling at intervals while
partially cured in the swath or windrow
will greatly injure clover hay.
Wheu the area to be harvested is
large, clover is sometimes cured in the
swath. When thus cured it is stirred
with the tedder often enough to aid in
curing quickly. It is then raked into
windrows and drawn from these to the
place of storage. In good weather
clover may be cured thus so as to make
fairly good hay, but not so good as is
made by the other method of curing.
It is much more expeditiously made,
but there is some loss in leaves, in color
and in palatability.
Some lariners cure ciover oy snuwiug
it to wilt a little after it is cut, and then
drawing and storing it in a large mow.
They claim that it muet be entirely free
from rain or dew when thus stored.
This plan of curing clover has been successfully practiced by some farmers for
many years; others who have tried it
have failed, which makes it evident that
when stored thus, close attention must
to all the details essential to
be
and

complete

the power» that be that in many places
he has lust confidence iu hie ability to
do anything, and above all, needs the
stimulating influence of a farm organization to awaken hie energies and give
him courage. To do the work assigned
to him as a citizen he needs an understanding of the questions of the day: be
needs a preparation that will enable him
to act in the management of the affairs
given
of bis time. In short, he must be able .success.
defend his intereste
to stand up and
Clover may also be cured in the silo.
whenever it is required, and the ability While some have succeeded in making
to think quickly aud act courageously
good silage, in many casee it has not
only comes from a drill obtained in or- proved satisfactory. The time may
ganization, and a farm organization come when the conditions to be observteaches him to have confidence in his ed in
making good silage from clover
fellow farmers ami acquaints him with will be such that the element of hazard
the vital questions affecting his interests. in
making the same will be removed.
The farmer was created a social being In the meantime, it will usually be more
of
influence
aud needs the wholesome
satisfactory to cure clover in the ororganization to keep him so. His busi- dinary way.
of
one
isolation,
ness is comparatively
Grasses cure more easily and more
varying in degree according to his en- quickly
than clovers.
Consequently,
vironment. The farmer who lives with- wheu these are grown together, bo
in the boundaries of 100 acres becomes that the
grasses form a considerable
comvery narrow ami of little use to his
proportion of the hay, the methods folmunity. ilis family are correspondingly lowed in curing the grasses will answer
dwarted as they are shut out of society also for the clovers. The influence that
aud art· improved as their opportunity
thus exert on the growing of
The in- grasses
increases.
association
for
clovers furnishes a weighty reason for
in
will
dividual excluded fr >m society
growing them together.—New England
time lose his mental powers and become Homestead.
to
as
well
as
needs
own
oblivious to his
the needs of others. Here again he
Make your Homes Attractive.
needs a farm organization where he with
and
If
effects are the results of causes,
freedom
with
meet
can
his family
while cultivating sociability we infer that there must be some cause
ease and
of the population
can secure mental culture and pleasing for the rapid increase
influx
manuers—something that too many of our cities, especially by the
rural districts.
the
from
men
of young
farmers' homes have neglected.
counWithout further arguments, all agree The cause, doubtless, is that the
Another is
that the farmer needs to organize, and try home is unattractive.
soon as he
without any hesitation we say the that the schoolmaster, as
Its discovers the premonitory symptoms of
grange is his best organization.
a
declaration of purposes is as tine a doc- talent in one of his pupils, completes
and recommends
ument as we have ever seen written by diagnosis of the case,
of
Its application to farm life, and a profession, and, forthwith, visions
man.
tine sentiment contained, cannot be sur- future greatness occupy the mind of
as did Daniel
passed. With its 32 years of existence, the boy until he believes,
a
in which time it has met the surveil- Webster, that the best way to hang
tree.
lance of every opposition, it has not scythe is on the limbs of an apple
been found wanting in any particular. Still another is the flaming advertiseIt has stood the test, while many other ments of commercial colleges holding
that if young men will
organizations which have sought to im- out inducements
with disaster only graduate at their institutions they
prove upon it have met
and
and ruin. The plan of the grange is can easily get situations for them,
fortuue will be assured. The
righ In being made co-existent with the then their
a
is
there
needs of the farmer, having an organi- result, too often, is that
zation in the towuship, county, state and plethora of diplomas, and a correspondWhen out
uation, whereby it is able to serve him ing diminution of vacancies.
iu every sphere. Anything short of this of employment the young man applies
to an employment agency that tickles
is deficient.
until
The grange may be called the liber- him and entices him with promisee
ashamed to
ator of the American farmer's wife, as it his last dollar is gone; then,
to send to his old home for money to rewas the tiret organization that gave
honorable life,
woman the same privilèges and rights a« turn thereto and lead au
lure him
aVe enjoyed by man. In doijig this it too often dissolute companions
becomes a
he
has not only turned on the radiant light into beer saloons and
of hope for her. but it has strengthened worthless wreck. We say to the young
in
the union of both, has created dee pel men, stick to the old farm.—Cor.
love for home, and given inspiration for New England Parmer.
better thoughts, nobler deeds, and highWash for Fruit Trees.
Men need more
er aims for the future.
of the refining influence of women,
I herewith give the formula used by
There is nothing that so refines a man as me successfully to keep out borers and
a good woman, and no audience, associa- maintain smooth, healthy bark on fruit
tion, or organization with women elimi trees, writes E. C. Allen in the Fruit
nated can be so modeBt, eo refined, or ec Grower: Knowing that tobacco is a
complete as with woman in it.
remedy for root and bud aphis, bark lice,
There is nothing equal to the grange etc., 1 boiled two pounds of strong toand
in giving opportunity to the boys
bacco in water and then dissolved, or
latenl
slaked, two gallons of fresh lime in the
girls on the farm. Here the
and
hope decoction, then added, while still hot,
ability of the boy is awakened
engendered until we see him developed two gallons of soft wood ash soap, four
man
more
and
complete
fuller
into a
pounds of powdered sulphur, and half a
In so doing, he takes greater pride il gallon of crude carbolic acid, stirring
his work, more interest in the farm, ami
thoroughly and adding water nntil a
his attachments for it are increased thick whitewash is made. Apply with a
has
oppor stiff brush to the trunk of the tree, and
many times. The girl, now,
whilt about six inches
upon the branchée,
tunity, and her genius brightens,
her refined nature responds readily witl 1 being careful to remove the soil for
1
affectioi
and
greater
about two inches about the base of the
graceful manners
also removing any borers which
for all that is near and dear to her.

Feeding Calves

NORWAY, MAINE.

Curias Clover for Hay.
The following timely end practical
euggeetions about caring clover bay
are taken from tbe advance proofs of
our new

Every
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impossible,
ly iu the natural blue grafts country.

Feed the plant is the true theory c
all weed
manuring. Next, clear out
usefi

and worthless growth that the
the plai
planta may appropriate all
food (manure) to their own growth.Maine Farmer.

tree,

of making
may be in the tree at the time
the application. Apply about June 1,
during clear weather, so that the wash
will have time to dry. It will then not
wash off, and I do not believe any borer
will deposit an egg where this preparation has been carefully applied. I have
little trouble with borers and the bark

remains

smooth

and

healthy.

The

wash also has good effect on sun scalds,
with which 1 am no longer bothered. I
in
wrap my trees with old newspapers
October or September, allowing them to
nntil
remain
May.—Now England
Farmer.

The season for sowing clover is now
over, but it may still be well to
know that the Department of Agriculture has found several samples of red
clover seed from a number of dealers
badly adulterated with yellow trefoil.
One sample found in Connecticut was
more than half trefoil, while another
from New Jersey waa forty-five per cent
of the same adulterant. The trefoil
seed is imported at a cost of about five
cents a pound for the express purpose
of mixing with clover seed selling for
nearly tliree times that price. 8uch
rascality is deserving of severe punishment.—Maine Farmer.

nearly

The "powelization" of wood Is a new
for seaprocess reported from England
soning wood quickly for immediate use

it with a solution of beet
sugar and then drying it with artificial
heat. The treatment is said also to
greatly Increase the strength and the
durability of the wood. The timber so
treated resists dry rot. The wood is no
longer porous and therefore more sanitary for snoh ose· M street paving
blocks.—Maine Fanner.
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But it

iKiiaroo treutoa

me

proposai

Maje Sampson. Wlien
tlie news of the offer reached him,
Maje went Into nn unaccountable flutter. lie acted at first exactly as If he
coolly,

not

so

wanted to hold hie man back, which
Flually
was dead against cab ethics.
he assented, but his cheeks went flabby
and his eyes hollow, and he showed
more worry than his creditors. Nobody
understood it, yet there was evidently
something on. and the major's anxiety
increased until Delaroo, the Indian fireman and knight companiou of the An-

cient Order of Druids and Fluids, com"'••tely took Neighl>or's breath by deiug the new engine. That was a
West End wonder. lie said If it made
no odds he would stay on the 204.
Then someThe men all wondered.
thing new came up. and the thing was
forgotten. Maje Sampson's cheeks filled out again, he regained his usual
nervy an l swore on the money question

storm of exhausts until, like α rocket,
the headlight hursts streaming from
the black walls, and Moore on the 811,
or Mullen with the 818, or Hawksworth
In the 1110, tear with α fury of alkali
and a sweep of noise over the Butte
switch, past caboose and flats and

boxes and the 204 like fading light
Just a sweep of darkened glass and
dead varnish, α whirl of smoking
trucks beating madly at the fishplates,
and the fait train Is up and out and

gone!

used to all
Twenty-nine, local,
this. Used to the vanishing tail lights,
the measured sinking of the sullen dust,
the silence brooding again over the
desert with, this uight, flfteen minutes
more to wait for the eastbound stock
train before they dared open the switch.
was

Maje Sampson killed the time by going
back to the caboose to talk equities

with the conductor. It was no trick
for him to put away flfteen minutes
discussing the rights of man with himself; and with an angel of a fireman
to watch the cab, why not? The 204
on the siding was chewing her

harder than ever.
After that It was pretty generally
understood that Delaroo and Maje standing
Sampson aud the 204 were fixtures. cud as sweet as an old cow, with mayNeighbor never gave any one a chance : be 140 itouuds of steam to the right of
to decline an engine more than once. the dial, maybe 150—1 say maybe, beHie boys all knew. If Delaroo didn't, I cause no one but Delaroo ever knew—
that he would be fifing a long time aft- when the sheep train whistled.
aud he
er throwing that chance by,
Sheer»—nothing but sheep. Car aftei
was.
car after car. rattling down from the
The combination came to be regard- short line behind two spanking big
ed as eternal. When the sloppy 264 engines. They whistled, hoarse as pihove in sight little Delaroo and Big rates. for the Butte siding, and, rislnR
Maje Sampson were known to be be- the hill a mile west of It, bore down the
hind the boiler pounding up and down
grade throwing Dannah coal from both
the mountains, up aud down year in stacks like hydraulic gravel.
and year out. Big engines came into
No one knew or ever will know how
the division and bigger. All the time
it happened. They cat hauled men on
the division wus crowding on the mothe carpet a week about that switch.
tive power and putting in the mam- The crew of the Moulton special testiwas
2(»4
when
the
moth types until
fied, the crews of the stock train testistalled alongside a consolidated or a
fied. Maje Sampson testified, his con
an
uiogul skyscraper she looked like
ductor and both brakemen testified,
ancient beer glass set next an import- the roadiuaster and the section boss
ed stein.
each testified, and their men testifiedWith the 204 when the 800 or the
but however or what it was, whethei
1.100 class were coucerued It was sim- the Moulton special fractured the
ply a case of keep out of our way or tongue, or whether the pony of the lead
get smashed, Maje Sampson or no engine flew the guard, or whether the
Maje Sauipsou, money question or uu switch had been opened, or whether, In
Beuevoleut benefits
money question.
closing, the slip rail had somehow failfraternally proposed or anteroom sig- ed to follow the rod, the double headed
nals confidentially put forth by the stocker went into that Butte switch,
baldheaded 204 were of no sort of con- into that Butte siding, Into the peaceséquence with the modern giants that able old 204 and the 20, local, like a
pulled a thousand tous in a string up a lyddite shell, crashing, rearing, ripping,
2,000 foot grade at better than twenty scattering two whole trains Into blood
miles an hour. It was a clear yet cold, and
Destruction, madness,
scrap.
"You old tug, get out of our way, will throes, death, silence; then a pyre of
you?" And the fast ruuners, like dirty smoke, a wail of sickening bleats
Moore and Ilawksworth and Mullen and a scream of hissing steam over
and the Crow leys, Tim and Syme, had 1.000
sheep caught In the sudden sham
about as much consideration for Maje
matheir
as
theories
aud his financial
There wits frightened crawling out ot
chines had for his machine. Ilis Jim
the shattered cabooses, a hurrying up
crow freight outfit didn't cut much of
of the stunned crews and a bewildera figure In their track schedules.
ing count of heads. Both engine crews
bo me .via je aaiupsou uuuiuiiiiuiuu,
of the stock train had Jumped as their
but quite as brassy as though it bad
train split the switch. Tlio train crews
the
big
rights of the tlrst class, dodged
were badly shaken. The head brakeHue
pretty
fellows up and down the
man of the sheep train lay torn In the
successfully uutil the governmeut be- barbed wire fencing the right of way,
gau pushing troops into the Pbllipplues but
only one man was missing, th« fireand there canie days when a Rocky
man of 20, Deluroo.
mountain sheep could hardly have kept
"Second 8tt Jumped west switch pass
out of the way of the extras that tore,
Ing track and went Into train 20, enmounthe
over
and
booming,
hissing
gine 26-1. Bad spill. Delaroo, fireman
tains for Frisco. For a time the tralHc
the 204, missing." wired Sugar Buttes
to
were
we
came hot—so hot
pressed
to Medicine Bend a few minutes later.
of
bit
There was a good
handle it.
Neighbor got up there by 10 o'clock
skirmishing on the part of the passenwith both roadmasters and the wreckger department to get the business and
ing outflt. It was dark as a canyon on
then tremendous skirmishing in the
the desert that night. Benedict Mor
operating department to deliver the
gan's men tore splintered car timber
goods. Every broken down coach in
from the debris and on the knolls back
the back yards was scrubbed up for
of the siding lighted heaping bonfires
kill
to
aimed
We
trains.
the soldier
that threw a light all night on the
just as few as possible of the boys en dread
pile smoking on the desert. They
route to the islands, though that may
of the fires at the
How- dug by the flame
have been a mistaken mercy.
Then the
Not a ghastly heap till midnight.
ever. we handled them well.
moon rose, an extra crew arrived from
man In khaki got away from us in α
the Bend, and they got the derrick at
wreck, and in the height of the push
work. Yet with all the toll when day
we put more live stock into South Omabroke the confusion looked worse conin
has
ever
than
gone
ha. car for car,
founded. The main line was so hopebefore or since.
blocked that at daylight a special
It was November and great weather lessly
with ties and steel was run in to lay
for running, and when the rails were
a temporary track around the wreck.
not springing under the soldiers west"What do I think of It?" muttered
bound they were humming under the
when the local operator askNeighlwr,
with
eastbound.
Sampson,
steers
Maje
ed him for a report for Callahan. "I
his
and
his
crackers
and
beer
his
kegs
think there's two engines for the scrap
!!♦; I and his bekuighted tireuian, hugged
in sight—and the 264, if we can ever
week.
that
the sidings pretty close
find anything of her—and about a milof
the
Some of the trains had part
lion sheep to pay for"— Neighbor pausrights and others had the remainder.
ed to give an order and survey the
The 2tf4 and her traiu took what was
frightful scene.
left, which threw Maje Sampson most
"And Delaroo," repeated the operator.
of the time on the wornout, rundown
roads "He wants to know about Delaroo"—
made
rails
that
corduroy
scrap
"Missing."
of the passing tracks. Then came the
At dawn hot coffee was passed
night that Moulton, the Philippine comthe wreckers, and shortly after
mandant, went through on his special. among
sunrise the McC'loud gang arrived with
With hie staff and his baggage and hie
the second derrick. Then the men of
correspondents and that kind, he took the
night took hold with a new grip to
whole traiu. Syme Crowley pulled
Into the heart of the pile; to find—If
get
them, with IJeu Sherer conductor, and,
he was there—Delaroo.
whatever else may be said of that pair,
None of the McCloud gang knew the
thej deliver their trains on time. Maje
man they were hunting for, but the
20
with
Bend
Medicine
left
Sampson
men from the Bend were soon telling
at uoou ou his regular ruu and tried to
them about Maje Sampson's Indian.
besoldiers
the
between
get west. But
Not a mute nod he ever gave, not a
hind him and the steers against him he
of tobacco he ever paused, not a
soon last every visionary right he ever piece
brief word he ever spoke to one of
did posse.;*. They laid him out nearly
and
end of the the battered old hulks who rode
every mile of the way to the
slashed and stormed and drank
and
cut
him
held
Buttes
they
run. At Sugar
and cursed with Benedict Morgan,
thirty minutes for the Moultou special
his
indignities, was forgotten then. Every slewed,
to pass, aud. to crowu
twisted, weather beaten, crippled up,
kept hui there fifteen minutes more
shivered old wreck of a wrecker—
waitlug for an eastbound sheep train. gin
that they were hard men—had something to
claimed
afterward
Sampson
about Delaroo. And with their
Barnes Tracy, the dispatcher that did say
matted and their faces streaked
hair
never
this
but
it, was a gold Democrat,
and their shirts daubed and their elwas

proved.

It was neariug dark wheu the crew
of the local freight 29 heard the dull
roar of the Moulton special speeding
through the canyon of the Rat. A pasthe canseuger traiu ruunlng through
with the
yon at night comes through
far roll of a thousand drums, deepenout
ing into a rumble of thunder. Then
and over all couies the threatening pur
a
of the straining engine breaking Into

Peculiar to Itself
In «election, proportion and combination

of

ingredient·.

In tbe process by which their remedial
values are extracted and preserved,
In effectiveness, usefulness and economy,
Curing the widest range of diseases,
Doing the moat good for the money,
Having tbe most medicinal merit.
And tbe greatest record of cures,—

Hood's Sarsaparilla

In oanal liquid form or in chocolaUd
tablets known asSarsatabs. 100doses».

Bending forward, be picked ap something straggling In bis arms. They
thought it was a man, bat It was a
sheep, alive and uninjured, under all
the horror; that was the breathing they
beard. Benedict Morgan threw the

and his burden aside and stepped
himself into the gap and through. One
started to follow, but the chief of the
wreckers waved him back. Close by
where the sheep bad been freed stood
Delaroo. He stood as If with ear alert,
so closely did the counterfeit seem the
rent. So sure was the Impression of
life that not until Morgan, speaking to
the tireman, put his band on bis sbpulder did he realize that the Indian stood
quite deud just where the shock had
caught bim in Ms cob.
Stumbling over the wreckage, they
passed him in the silence of the sunset
from band to band into the open. ▲
big fellow, pallid and scared, tottered
after them, and when they laid the
dead man down half fell at his side.
man

It was Muje Sampson.
It surprised everyljpdy the way Maje
Sampson went to pieces after Delaroo
The Indian was carried
was killed.
buck to the Bend and up to Sampson's
and laid out in the God forsaken parlor, but Muje wasn't any good fixing
things up thut time. He usually shone
He was the comon like occasions.
forter of the afflicted to an extraordinary degree. Ile gave the usual mournBut now his
er no chance to let up.
day was as one that is darkened. When

Neighbor went up next night to see
alKHit some minor matters connected
with the funeral and the precedence of
the various dozen orders that were to
march he found Maje Sampson and
Martie alone in the darkness of thu
parlor with the silent Delaroo.
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DELAROUX.

When the master mechanic read thai
before the probate Judge, Maje. Samp
sod took a-trembling; Martie bid bei
face In lier shawl, crying again. May
be a glimmer of wbat It meant came
for the flint time In her life over her
Maybe «lie remembered Delaroo as he
used to sit with them under the kero

while
Maje untiringly
lamp
pounded the mouey question into him
smoking as he listened, and Martk
mended oil never ending trousers,
looking from Maje Sampson, heated

geue

his wife, patiently
with monologue,
stitching—no commente, Just looking
as Pierre Delà roux could look.
Strange, Neighbor thought it, and yet.
maybe, not so strange. It was all tlieri
In the paper—the torn, worn little book
She was the only
of Delaroo's life.
woman on earth that had ever done
to

him a kindness.
Nobody at Medicine Bend quite un
derstood It, but nobody at Medicine
Bend qui le suspected that under all the
barrenness up at Maje Sampson's an
ambition could have survived; yet one
Martie had an ambition. Way
had.
down under her faded eyes and hei
faded dress there was an ambition, and
that for the least promising subjects in
the brickbats
the Rooky mountains
Under the unending mending and thf
—

nevei
poverty and the toil Martie, who
put her nose out of doors, who nevei
attended a church social, never ven
tured even to a free public school show,
She
had an ambition for the boys.
wanted the two biggest to go to the
state university, wanted them to go
and get an education. And they went
and Maje Sampson says them lw\vs
about tin
ary one, has forgotten more

It
money question than he ever knew.
looks as If after all the brickbats mlgiil
come out; a bit of money in Martie's
bunds goes so far.
There are a few soldiers burled at
the Pond. Decoration day there Is nn
attempt at a turn out, a little speeohIng and a little marching. Λ thin,
strnggle column of the same warped,
bent old fellows in the same faded old
blue. Up the hill they go and around

to the cemetery to decorate.
When they turn at Maje Sampson's
plnce— there's a gate there now—Martie
and more or less of the boys and Maje
kind of join in along and go over Willi
them carrying a basket or so of flow-

and a bucket of water.
The boys soon stray over to whore
the crowd Is, around the graves of the
heroes, but Martie gets down by a
the
grave somewhat apart and prods
drifting gravel all up loose witli an
old caseknlfe. You would think she
might be kneading bread there, the
way she sways under her sunbonnet
and gloves—for her little boiled hands
ers

in gloves now.
"I don't know how
does Delaroo spiking
nre

much good it
his

grave
winds
bit
up. "It may not do him a blamed
of good; I don't say It does. But I can
see them; 1 see them from the roundhouse; it does me good. Ilm!"
"Maje?" he will add. "Why, I've got

Stumbling over the wrcckngc, they
him from hand to hand.

pasted

Maje turned to the master mechanic
from whore Delaroo lay.
"Neighbor,
you might as well know it now as ary
time. Dou't you say so. Martie? Martie, what do you say?" Martie burst
into tears, but through them Neighbor
caught tlie engineer's broken confession. "Neighbor, I'm color blind." The

master mechanic sat stunned.
"True us God's word. You might as
well know It now. There's the man
that stood between me and the loss of
my Job. It's been coming on me for
two years. He knew it. That's why he
stayed In ray cab. He stayed because
I was color blind. He knowed I'd git

ketchcd the minute a new fireman come
in. Neighbor. He watched the signals,
I'm color blind, God help
Delaroo.
me."
Maje Sampson sat down by the cofThe
fin.
Martie hushed her crying.

up

year." Neighbor always

ouce a

him over there at the house, wiping.
I'm going to put him running the stationary if old John Boxer ever dies.
When will ho die? Blame if I know.
I
John is u pretty good man yet.
can't kill him, can I? Well, then,
what's tho matter with you?"
"No, Maje don't talk as much as he

used to; forgetting his passes more or
less too. Getting old like some more of
us. He's kind of quit the money question; claims he don't understand it
now as well as the boys do. But be
can talk about Delaroo; he under-

stands Delaroo pretty well—now!"
INDIAN

word.

paleface's

PROVERBS.

Wheii u

arm

la longer tliau Ills

fox walks lame old rabbit

jumps.
A squaw's tongue
the wind's legs.
There in nothing
rattlesnake's tail.

runs
so

faster tliau

eloquent

us

a

throe sat In the darkness.
The Indian scalps his enemy; the
"It wouldn't worry me so much If It
wasn't f'r the family, Neighbor. The paleface skins his friends.
woman—and the boys. I ain't much
Before the paleface came there was
a-savin'; you know that. If you can no poison in the Indian's corn.
gi' me a job I can get bread an' butter
There will be hungry palefaces so
out of, giv· it to me. I can't pull a long us there Is auy ludiau land to
train. My eyes went out with this man swallow.
here. I wish to God It was me. and him
When a man prays one day and
standing over. A man that's coloi steals six the Great Spirit thunders and
blind and don't know a thing on God's the evil one laughs.
it takes u
earth but ruunin' an engine is worse
three

There

'n' dead man."
Neiglilwr went home thinking.

They buried Delaroo. But even then
they were not through with him. Delà

ure
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strong man to hold—a youug warrior,
a wild horse and α handsome squuw.

®

By

FRANK H.
SPEAR.MAN
Copyright, l'JOO, by S. 8.
McClure Co.
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men

hare given

their lives to the study
of .Monsoon's headlight,
yet science, after no end
of Investigation, stands

in its presence ballled.
The source, of its illuluiuation is believed to be understood.
I say believed, because in a day when
yesterday's beliefs are tomorrow's delusions I commit myself personally to

theory. Whether it Is a thing living
dead, whether malign to mackerel
or potent lu its iullucucc on imperfect
ly understood atmospheric phenomena,
uo

or

I doubt whether anyMonsjon
himself. I know only that on the West
End Monsoon's headlight from every
that on
point of view stands-high, and
oneoccasiou it stood between Abe MonI do not know.

body knows, except tuaylte

and a frightful catastrophe.
There have been of late studied efforts to introduce electric headlights
lint there
on the Mountain division.
are grizzled men in the cab who look
with distrust—silent, it is true, yet distrust—on the claims put forth f ir
them. While Monsoon's headiigli» «lues
Its work—as it bas done even i;»i»-r bofore Monsoon followed it to the We>t
End and will do long after lie leaves
the West End—why, they say, and reaenough, take on new and flie-

soon

sonably

While the discussion deepens an!
rapes in the Wickiup. Monsoon
himself is silent. Brave men are modAmong ourselves we dou'f
est men.
Whore Monsoon N
oven

use

adjectives.

known it is not necessary to put any
thing ahead of Ids name, except m rhc
iV
v.!
once a month on the payroll,
: A. <
add
accountant
crosseyed
!
or Abraham, just as lie happens to
lived for time. Monsoon's name In II
self stands for a great deal. λ'.Ίι .ι h's
have
wh
brother engineers, men
in
grown seamy and weather!»eaten
the service, put up their vdoes Γ··.·
Monsoon's headlight, or when talkative
storekeepers, who servilely jump at
headquarters' experiments in ovder t>
court the favor of the high. speak for
electricity. Abe Mons.ion ! 11 :. : ·Ύ is silent. Ills i'irlrt is there; let M.· ni take
It or leave it. as they will. If the superintendent of motive power should
attempt to throw it out Γ·»γ the newfangled arrangement >lo:.s< m would
doubtless feel that It was not I he li/st
time Omaha had gone w rong, and, f >i*
··

that matter, neither he nor anybody
elso had assurance it would be the I.
I Iowever—
The story opens on bob Puffy. Bob
a
right from the start was wiiai 1 call
good looker, and. being the oldest hoy,
he had more of the swing anyway
When Murtiu came along his motbet
hadn't got over thinking about i> >.
Doubtless she thought, too, of Martin,
but ho was kind of overshadowed, Boh
clerking in the postoîlhv and

began by
delivering mail to all the pretty girl ν
the

girls

Ilis

sympathy

were

addressed to the girls

for

was

so

great that after awhile lie began pass
Ing out letters to them whether tley

The coward shoote with shut eyes.
Small things talk loud to the Iudlun's
eye.
The

tt tt « tt U U it « tt tt tt tt tt tt

or
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soin»·

hi*
body else. This gradually weakened

intlueneo with the government.
Martin began work in tin· telegraph
office. lie really learned the whole ιΐιϊιιμ
right there at the Bend under I'allaiian
Began carrying Western Unions stuck
belt
at his waist under a heavy leather
lie wore in those days, when lie had
real responsibility, a formidable brown
soft hat that appeared bent on swal
lowing his ears. It was al>out the tiuu
he was rising trousers and eleven. Xo
body but Sinkers ever beat Martin Dufdelive ing messages, and nobody, bat

fy
none—Bullhead,

McTerza,

anylwdy-

beat him eating pie. It was bj
wear tin
eating pie that he was able to
belt so long, and you may take that
either way. But I speak gladly of tin
ot
pie. because In the usual course
events there Isn't much pie in a dis
large
pa teller's life. There Is, by very
odds, more anxiety than pie, and I introduce the pie not to give weight to
the incidents that follow, but rather tc
lighten them, though as Duffy has mort
recemly admitted tills was not always
ever

can't, bora use Martin had absolutely
lie
no basis of beauty to start with,
was pnrelimeutlike ami palish from
fitting night after night and night after
night over a sounder. Never a sick day
in his life, but always over the sounder

until, sleeping or waking, resting or
working, the current purred and purrod through his great little head like a
familiarity-taking old tomcat. He could
most men
guess more off a wire than
could catch after the whole tiling had

tumbled In.

Mes·
So up and up ladder he went.
seuger, operator—up to assistant dispatcher, ιΐ|» to a -egular trick dispatchthe
er. up t<> the orders and siguing
the letters that stood for
"J. M.
our superintendent's name and honor;
up to the trains and their movements,
the
up to the lives, then chief, with
honor of the division all clutched in
Martin Duffy's tli;-ee quick right finthree quick
gers on the key and his
left fingers on the pen at the same InRtant scratching orders across the clip.
Martin
Talk about ambidexterity!
didn't know what It would be like to
If Martin
use one hand at a time.
saitl right, trains went right; if

Duffy

he said wrong, trains went wrong. But
Martin never said the wrong; he said
only the right. (Jiddiugs knows; he
copied for him long enough, fildding»
and plenty more of them can tell all
about Martin Duffy.
Bol» didn't rise in

tue servicw

ijmic

uu

He was rallier for
Martin.
having a good time. He did more of
tlu* social act. and that pleased his
mother, who on account of her bonuetand-shawl complexion didn't achieve
fast us

Martin, too, was
that way.
of his brother, and us κοοιι as
Hob could handle a wire—which wan
In no
very soon, for he learned things
tiiiu*—Martin got '.'allahau to put Ιιίιη
the
tip at Grant as operator. Bol» got
place because lie was Martin's brother;
nulling else. He held it about (wo
months; then be resigned and went to
San Francisco. He was a restless follow.
It was Holt up and Hob down. For H
much

proud

wandered around out there,
then lie bobbed up agaiu
in Medicine Bend out of a Job. He
wanted to go lo work, and—well, «'al*
lahan—Martin's brother, you know

year he

telegraphing:

—

sent hitn up lo Montait* as night operThree mouths he worked stc idy
ator.
as a clock: then one night the dispatellers at the Bend couldn't get Molitalr
for two hours. It laid out No. <i and a
with the general manager and

special

no end of a row.
Martin said right oft' he ought to go,
but there was the little imcber up
home, «lient. I expect, but plead mg-i ike.
It was lett largely to Martin, tor the
and
young fellow was already chiet,
that was the trouble, lie hate,! to beai

made

down too hard, so he compromised by
tire
asking his superintendent not to
Bob, but to set him back. They soul
him up as night man to Rat River, the
meanest place on the whole system.

That was the summer of the Templars
conclave at Sail Francisco.
We worked the whole spring getting
things up along the line from Omaha to
the Sierras for that conclave. l.:i;; ues
were overhauled, rolling stock tou .:*d

up. roadbed put in shape, everything
shaken from end t.> end. \< t only were
the passenger records to be smashed,
but beyond that a lot of our big general otficers were way up Masons and
meant that our line should get not
merely the cream of the business, but
the cream of the advertising out of tlie
The general tenor of tbe in-

thing.

structions was to nickel plate everything, from the catalpas to the target
rods. For three months before the conclave date we were busy getting ready
for It, and when the big day drew near
on which we were to undertake the
moving aud feeding of C.000 pco;>Ie ono
mounway on ono track through the
tains the cartinks smoked crosscut and
tho Russian section men began to oil
their hair.

Callahan was superintendent undot
Bucks, t'ien general manager, und Martin Duffy chief dispatcher, Neighbor eu·
perintendent of motive power and Dou·
bled a y division master mechanic, und
with everything buttoned up on tho

The Prim· of Life.
the effect of the pie itself.
The larger part of the great fortunes
I do not believe that Martin Duffy
of this country liuve been accumulated ever had an enemy. Λ right tight little West End we went that Suu-ay mornword
after their amnsscrs have passed forty.
chap he was, with always .1 good
ing on the ùring lino to take the first οt
In fact, the first forty years of a man's
even under 110 end of pressure on the the
Templar specials.
the
a
I iinni.i inint
Ttiprn'n innnv
strutr
life ure the preparatory years,
A
and
[to BR OOtrnXUKD.]
years of training and discipline.
Klin;,' trainman that will look quirk
filed away up to the last paid assess- large part of this time he is laying the grateful wlien any follow far or neai
Then
ment and the last quarter's dues.
foundation—Just getting ready to rear speak* a word about Martin Duffy
there
ALPINE AVALANCHES.
came a shock. People found out
the superstructure. Many of us stum- Fast lie climbed. Ills head never swell
a
he
after
was a beneficiary. While the fraters ble around many years before we get
even
pot
oil. Ilis bats rested,
Oft··
These Deadly Snowalldc* Are
were busy making their passes Delaroo into the right place, und then for addikey. «aine as the original one. right
Started b>- h Sound.
the
mistakes.
righl
had quietly been directing
tional years we make many
on tin» win·;·» of his oars. Rut his heart
There are many kinds of avalanches.
honorable recording secretaries to make Most meu do not get wise until they grew right along after his head stopped,
the
uii? the powdery avalanche.
There
so
and
They muy get and that's where he laid over some oththe benefits run to Neighbor,
have passed forty.
avalanche
the
glacier
variety,
ran. No
every dollar of his insurance
knowledge before this, but not much er railroad men I could mention if I creeping re. Wbeu the sun strikes upon
and oili.
the wisdom. Wisdom is a ripening procbad to, wli!tii I don't—not bere.
body was more thunderstruck at
«now
the illimitable snow fields and the
About the time It looked as If Mardiscovery than the master mechanic ess. It takes time. Every man makes
descent
at
begins to move the mass in its
himself.
his own dead line. Some reach it
tin would make a go of it on the road
weight and force, tearing away
Yet Delaroo meant something by It. thirty-five, some at forty, some at fifty;
the postolllee inspectors wore thinking gathers
of
enormous rock masses and millions
It
somu
over
at
the
studied
it
had
over
eighty;
It
reach
of
not
a
After Neighbor
some do
go
Bob would make
until at length, with a
of
soil,
tous
ceuse
never
after
a
felMaje
of
a
lxn-anse
they
never reach it
roart. Rut he was such a kid
nights the host of month;
noise like thunder, it expends its fury
low that the postmaster convinced the
Sampson had tried to take the coloi to grow.—Success Magazine.
where deon the level floor of a valley
things
of
doing
Bob's
test and failed, as he persistently said
way
detectives
fenseless villages may be.
tinker
to
Delicacy.
had
It
which
he
An
gone
after
Egyptian
probhe would;
was simple foolishness,
Λ great avalanche of litis kind has au
Every country has Its own little dell ably was. and they merely swore blm
Ing In the roundhouse, and from tinker
forerunner almost us destrucka
Its
for
invisible
down
famous
is
caries, and Egypt
lng respectably, and by degrees
out of the service.
bal
tive as itself. This is the terrific hurrithe hill to wiping at $1.40 a day, with bobs. The kabob is broiled meat,
was then that Martin reached out
It
air It displaces. It
at
There cane caused by the
time and a half for overtime, Neighbor is broiled iu so ridiculous u fashion
a band to his elder brother.
u*i
is no common sight to see giaut trees
and
brothers,
two
the
bethought himself all of a sudden one to l>e really funny. The j)eddler
were really Just
broken ami twisted, the
something
day of a paper Delaroo had once given a little churcoal furnace,
back of them—as there Is somewhere uprooted,
from the trunk,
In li
wrenched
our
to
use
boughs
in
him
phimbers.
asked
keep.
that
mother.
like
by
and
man—a
him
back of every railroad
At
needles clean stripped from
and
fire.
hot
but
leaves
the
in
u
small
storekeep
It
a
mothbe keeps up
away
He had put
No father—not generally; Just
are ι
the twigs and the very tops wreuched
er's safe with his own papers and thi tached to the side of the furnace
A <|i:iet, somber little woman in from a larch forest before ever the avaer.
customei
u
end
front
When
of hie extension
lot of iron skewers.
drawiugs
.special
of uo
bows In blood, they said It—whatever
a smal I a shawl and a bonnet
lanche itself has struck the wood.
patent-and safely forgotten all about approaches, the hawker takes
a bonor size—just a shawl and
It was, mud» or little—of Delaroo.
intc
shape
or goat, the lat
It Is ou still days when a lighted canmutton
of
meat,
It. It was the day they had to go
piece
Anyhow, the Duffy dle will hardly flicker in the icy air
The picks swung, the derricks creakit witl
net, that's all.
the couuty court about the will thai ter lteing the most popular, cuts
there's
wind: ι boys' mother was that way, and
ed. and all day with the heaving and
that the danger Is greatest. 'Hie snow
was not, when he recollected Delaroo'i
» sharp knife iuto a long ribl>ou,
know what
a lot more like her. I don't
the calling tbey toiled, but the sun
it
aud
up
Its
has been falling quietly yet heavily for
of
skewer
out
envelope
it
the
places
and pulled
It around
paper
often
was sinking b«fore they got to the
gets the fathers. Maybe very
several days aud has settled ou precipThere was only a half sheet of papei on the charcoal fire. Some of the drip
middle of it. Then Benedict Morgan,
litth ( Uio scrap. Rut there's almost always itous slopes above the village to an ininside, with this writing from Delaroc pings are collected aud, with α
Martin
somewhere a mother. So after
crawling under the drivers of the hind to Neighbor:
menue depth. It needs but the slightest
salt and spice, inakje α pleasant saua
to help his
began to make a ret-ord,
mogul, partly uncovered, edged out
aud almost imperceptible cause to set
for the kabob wheu it is done.
Β. Α.—What is comlnff to me on inR.
with a set face; he swore he heard
mother and his brother both, he spoke it iu motion. Iiad the wiud been blowwife ol
surance give to Marty Sampson,
or
for Rob. Callahan didn't hesitate
brcathlug. It was alcohol to the veins
it would never have amassed to
The Change of a Word.
with a good ing
of the double gang. Neighbor himself
Jolly him, as be used to do
but would have slipped
of
verbal
deg
Instance
Λ remarkable
could such depths,
the
to
company
thought
lie
went in and heard—and stayed
many.
dowu iu lessor quantities. On such
Is the word "slave." Its orig
radation
kind.
the
of
Duffy
the
too
many
eugine
not have
fasten a grapple to pull
muffles the bell* of
Inal, the Uussiau "aûava," meant glori » So he said. "Yes, sure." And Rob days the i»ostiliou
truck off the roof of α box car that
akin to th<
his team; the futher will chide his child
In-'lug
etymological!}*
exout),
thing
work—same
the
at
was Jammed over and against
Duffy was put
Three enorEnglish word "glory," aud was proud • actly, carrying messages, reading liait for slamming the door.
mogul stack.
mous avalanches were once started In
mime by the Sluvonii
their
as
tuken
ou
his
ly
salary
The big derrick groaned as the slack
destroyers and blowing
re
Switzerland merely by the soundlug of
people. But when the Germans
drew, and the truck crashed through a ζ scorrs emulson won't mai ■
Pic.
>
servitudi
to
Slavs
the
the "Visl," or the first bell for church
of
hosts
duced
II
into
Sometimes
fl
make
will
It
acts
aud
whirling
swung
queer.
tier of stays
But pie
hump back straight, neither
service. Λ bird alighting, an icicle falltheir
name, froui malice or accident
I
bearf
his
bone
the
and
soft
solid
feeds
Κ
V a short leg long, bet
the clear. A giant wrecker dodged
makes u man's head
>
ing from a rock—and the monster beas Gibbon says, became synouymou:
Is
heat1
and
man's
ax
diseased
bone
a
heals
his
and
among
suspended wheels and raising
big, and again it makes
m
It retains no more sun
"servile."
with
In
gins his downward rush. Villagers
of
means
the
few
not
recovery
I'm
say
genuine
bit a hole into the Jammed roof.
big and his heart .solid.
of its racial origin now thai ι
sometimes try to bring dowu avaand
bone
rickets
gestion
;
tha
consumption.
"
Through that they passed a second
ing anything more now, except
Send for ira*
lanches at au advantageous time by
does "ogre," which is really "Hun
SCOTT ft BOWNE, Chemeu.
grapple, and uresently It gave sullenly,
pie certainly acts different.
of the Mag
confusion
or even by shouting.—
a
from
»"
New
York.
S
garlan,"
w awwi,
tit·*,
Martii { firing off guus
than
409-41S PmtI
a crash, and the
was
taller
with
back
Bob
Duffy
toppled
both wit ι
50c. mad |ιλο; all draggMa.
yars with the Hubs, and of
but ; Woman's lion:e Companion.
handsomer,
would
I
repeat,
foremost axman peering into the
and.
the terrible Tartars.
opening saw the heart of the wreck.

had Insurance in every order In
the Bond, which meant ulmost every
one on earth. There was no end to his
benefit certificates and no known beneficiaries. But when they overhauled his
trunk they found every last certificate
roo
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Bockftold.
West Paris.
commencement at
tu
we ere unable
Wednesday
»
few
to
changée
Owing
from this place
Oxford jDcmocrat,
at this writing to give e full programme Hebron. Quite a nnmber
IN ALL of the exerolaee at the dedication of the attended. Mr. and Mr·. Henry Nulty
THE
WEEK
OF
DOINOS
THE
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
there. Their son Bridgham was
new Unlvereallet church bnt are assured were
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
that there will be no forenoon service among the graduates.
Chester Tuttle is at home from Bowbut only in the afternoon and evening.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINK, JUNE 20,1906.
Clinton Forbes from the
Paris HUL
Every one cordially invited. Both din- doin, and of
Maine.
ner and supper will be served in Good University
Harry Holmes has bargained with
It is expected that a goodly
rtnt Baptist Church. Be τ. Β. Ο. Taylor, paator Will Hall.
ATWOOD & FORBES,
for his

JÇfct

Editer· asd

Pr»prl«Ur».

A. E. rouu.

awomom m. atwood.

Tiuu :—tl JO a year If paid Mrictly In advance
·' 'therwise fj.oo a year.
Slug le copie· 4 cent»
AU legal advertisement!
lurUTUUium
are given three consective Insertion· for $1.5i
per lech In length of column. Special contractu
made with local, traaslent anil yearly advertlj
—

era.

Job Paurrue —New type, faut pre—ea. steam
power, experienced workmen and low prioei
combine to make thl· department of oar baa!
neaa complete and popular.

Coming Events.
June Λ—Republican Second Congressional District Convention, Lewlston.
June 27.—Republican Mate convention, Port

land.

June 28—Republican county
Parle.
July 3.—Democratic county
Parle.
NEW

convention, South
convention. South

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Dress Skirts.
Several Thing*.
A. W. Walker A Son.
Men's and Women's Russet oxfords.
Ply Net·.
Isnt It about Time!'
Carpenters Wanted.
Probate Notices.
3 Notices of Appointment.
The 1900
Battery.

Queen

Dry
Quality.

Parker's Hair Balsam.
Lost.
J. H. Stuart Λ Co.

Republican

^11

Mr. Ε. Π. Barton of Cincinnati, Ohio,
ia visitiug Lie aunt, Mrs. Marble, a few
daj8 before starting abroad.
Miss Mary Pierce «pent the past week
at Weetbrook Seminary attending the
graduation exercises.
The Indies' Universalist Circle will
hold their first social at Academy Hall
next Friday evening, June 26th, at
which time three pieces of Stearns'
Orchestra will furnish music. Ice cream
Adwill be on sale during the evening.
tuissiou to the ball 25 cents. Children
under 12 years, 15 cents. Dancing free.
The Woman's Missionary Society of
Paris Hill held a very pleasant and
profitable session Wednesday afternoon
at Cuturnings Hall. There was a good
attendance and a "box tea" was served.
were
The tables
prettily decorated
with buttercups and daisies. Reports of
the basket meeting held recently at West
Paris were read and several comfort
bags were made. Mrs. J. W. Chesbro
and Miss Weirs were guests of the

society.

Mrs. M. B. Carter arrived atjher sumhome here on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Fobesand Miss
Olive X. Fobes of Lexington, Mass., are
spending the week at the Hubbard
House. They came by automobile, arriving here Saturday night without mishap, in spite of the heavy rain which fell
during the days of their trip, making the
roads streams of mud.
Rear Admiral Henry W. Lyon, U. S.
N., has been relieved from duty at the
uaval station, Honolulu, H. T., and
ordered to command the naval station at
Mare Island, California, which is the
largest and must important yard on the
Pacific, located on the bay not far from
San Francisco. We learn that there is a
possibility of the Admiral making ashort
visit East before assuming command of
the station.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will give
next Sunday at the Universalist church

A Republican state convention will be held In
City Hall. Portland. Wednesday, June 27, 1906.

10:30 o'clock a. M., for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Governor to be supported
at the September election, and transacting any
other business that may properlv coûte before It.
The basis of représentation will be as follows :
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for
candidate for Governor In 1904
the
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of 40
of 75 votes, a further addiexcess
votes In
tional delegate. Vacancies lu the delegation of
or
town
plantation can onlv be tilled
any city,
by residents of the county In which the vacancy
exista.
The State Committee will be In session In the
reception room of the hall at 9:30 Α. m of the day
of the convention, for tlie purpose of receiving
credentials of delegates. In order to be eligible
to participate lu tlie convention, delegate* must
be elected subsequent to date of the call for this
convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political
affiliations may have bieen, who believe In the
general principles and policy of the Republican
party and desire Its «ucceaa at the polls in the
coming election In this state, are cordially Invited to unite under this call In electing delegates tu the convention.
Pur order, Bepubllcan State Committee,
ShTH M Cahtkk, Chairman.
Bikom Buti·. Secretary.
Lewlstou. April A). 1906.
at

Republican

Un 1er this call, there will be a total of 143*
delegates In toe convention, oxford County 1»
eutltled to 88, as follows :
5
1 I Norwav,
Albany,
3
2 I Oxford,
Aa· lover,
9
5 ! Paris,
Bethel,
2
3
Teru,
Browndeld,
2
2
Porter,
Buckdeld,
1
1
Roxbury,
Byron,
Rum
2
font,
Canton.
S
1
Stoneham,
Denmark.
1
4
Stow.
DUSeUl.
2
3
Sumner,
Frveburg,
1
1
Sweden,
G ilea-1,
1
Grafton.
Upton.
2
2
Waterford.
Greenwood,
3
1
Woodstock,
Hanover.
2
Hartford,
PLANTATIONS!
2
Hebron.
1
2
Lincoln.
Hiram,
1
3
Lovell,
Magalloway,
I
1
Milton,
Maaon,
4
Mexico,
88
1
Total.
Newry.

|

Railroad Arrangements.—On Maine Centra)
and Gran·! Trunk, one fare for round trip; Cortland and Ruu>ford Kails, one fare to Ruiuford
Junction plu· one dollar.
Tickets will lie goo·) going to Portland on all
trains of Tuesday. June 26th. and for any train
arriving in Portland June 27th not later than
12:3n P. μ and fora return June 27th and 28th.

Republican

Convention,

The Second District Republican convention will
l>e held In City Hal!. l.owlston, Maine. Tuesday.
June X n*»;, at 1 o'clock, r. u., for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for cougress to lie
voted for at tlie September election.
To «elect a district committee an·I transact any
other business that may properlv come tiefore It.
The bailla of representation will be a» follow*
Kach city, town an·! plantation will be entitle I
to one delegate, an<l for each 7.*> vote* cant for the
Republican candidate for governor In lPtit an
additional delegate, ami for a fraction of 4o vote*
Vacau
lu excess of 75 an additional delegate.
des In the delegation of any cltv, town or plan
Latlou can only li« fllled by a reel.lent of the
county In which the vacancy exists.
The* District committee will be in session In
the reception room of the hall at 11 o'clock, A. M.,
on the morning of the convention for the purse of receiving Uic credentials of the delegate*
legate· In onier to be eligible to participate
In the convention must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention.
The chairmen of the various delegations are
reoueated to forward a full list of the delegates
and alternate· to the aecretarv of the District
committee, J. W. Brackett, Phillip», as soou as
tlier are chosen on duplicate blanks to be furnlshed for that purpose.
1'er order Kepubllcan District Committee.
Κred w. Wight, Rockland, chairman.
J. W. Brackett, Phillips, secretary
A. D. Cornish, Lewlston.
Λ. E. Stearns, Rumford Falls.
Eugene Thomas, Topsham.
R C. Reed, Damartscotta.

a

sermon

Day.

appropriate

to

Idependence

All are invited.
Thomas Stearns of Cambridge, Mass.,
is the guest of Paris relatives.
Mrs. U. R. Batcheller arrived last week
and will spend the summer with her husMr.
House.
band at the Hubbard
Katcheller is the mining engineer in
charge of the work at Crocker Hill.
Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks of Cambridge,
Mass., with two children and maid
arrived at Paris Hill Friday to remain
while Mr. Brooks is in California.
Miss Adelaide Case joined the family
here last week.
The first regular tea at the golf links
arranged for last Saturday was postponed
A
on account of rain to next Saturday.
golf tournament of mixed foursomes
will be given on Friday and Saturday.
William E. At wood ia at home from
Hebron Academy where be graduated
last Wednesday.
Lawrence McFarland
of Portland was the guest of Mr. Atwood
a few days.
The world famous tourmaline mine at
Mount Mica is still yielding its fruits.
Last Thursday Loren B. Merrill opened
a large
pocket well filled with green
tourmalines of good color and a few of
good size. This is certainly an excellent
beginning for the present season and we
hope it may be followed by other good
"finds." Last season was a fruitless one,
no pockets having been discovered during the entire summer's operations on
the ledge.
Three inches of iain fell hero between
Friday morning and Sunday morning.
The engines are ready to run at
Crocker Hill to work the air compressor
plant, and the power drills will be running this week on the foundation work
for the stamp mill. The timber for the
machiuery foundations is also being got

ready.

number of visitors and friends of the
will be in town on this occasion.
Some âne souvenir picture oards of the
church are on sale at ShurtlefTs drug
store. On Wednesday of last week the
Universalist Good Will Society met for
the first time in their new hall underneath the church, a large number being
present and several new members were
added. By kindness of Miss Jennie
Pierce of New York refreshments were
served. It was a pleasant occasion, the
ladies being much pleased with their
splendidly equipped ball.
The new clothespin mill of L. M.
Mann is fast nearing completion and Is
an improvement in size and construction
over the one recently destroyed by fire.
It is located on the same site as the previous one, but larger, as the other was
30zû0 feet and this measures 36x06.
The annex on the side for the boiler
room is the same size as the old one,
24x30. The building is not so high as
the other, being but a story and a half
above the street, but more room is gained by the large basement which runs the
whole length of the building and is a
marked improvement. This basement
will be used for shafting, storage and a
blacksmith shop, also for the packing
The next floor will be used for
room.
the machinery,' and two first class
clothespin lathee and two pail handle
lathee will be installed, both of which
are the valable
improvements of Mr.
Lewie M. Mann. Âbout the same number of men will be employed, but there
will be several improvements in the
facilities for handling stock. There
will be a dry room in each end of the
machine room and stock will be run into the mill on a truck car. The attic is
commodious and will be used for drying
and handling the stock. The roof is
covered with heavy Brooke brand sheet
asbestoe roofing and the building is
nearly complete. The machinery will
in and Mr. Mann exsoon be put
pects to begin work by the last of the
summer.
He manufactures a high grade
of clothespins and makes a specialty of
ebonized and enameled pail handles. At
the time of the fire the enamel shop was
but slightly damaged and will be used
This company has manu»s formerly.
factured as many as fifty thousand cases
of clothespins yearly.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Bowker have
moved into the up-stairs rent in £.' W.
Elsie Ada Irish.
Music.
Penley'e house, Mr. Bowker being employed as clerk in the store of G. A. The Archery of William Tell.
Horace Wilbur Roberts.
Smith.
Great big posters are out telling of the "No,"
Gladys Shaw Morrill.
the
here
on
grand celebration to be held
Prophecy—B. G. 8.. '06.
Helen May Shaw.
Fourth of July. Following is the proMusic.
gramme for the day:
Oration—The Development of Japan,
Τ :30 a. M. Flag raising, singing and address.

society

otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universal)*! Caurco. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10 M a. u.

mer

State Convention.

Second District

Preaching erery Sunday at 10:45 A. M. Sunday
Sabbath Ivenlng Service at
School at 12 κ.
7 30 r. M. T. P. S. C. *. Tueeaay evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 JO. Covenant Meeting the but Friday oefore the ltt
n0*
Sunday of the month at Î2» P. *·

|

8.DOa.m. Parade.
Beet hit. three prizes, #5,3,2.
Best decorated team, |3, 2
Best team driven by lady, $5.
Tug of war, |.V
Paris, Greenwood, Sumner and Woodstock.
10 DO Α. M. Sack race. Prizes, $3. 2.
10:15 a. M. Obstacle race. Prizes, $3, 2.
10:3.. Three-legged race. Prizes, $3.2.
11 :<v a. m. Potato race. Prizes, Φ3.2.
Dinner served at I. O. O. F. Hall.
2:00 Ρ M. Rail game.
Two best clubs In Oxford County.
100 vard dash. Prizes, $3,2.
Combination pig an l pole contest- Pig
to the winner.
Supper served at I. O. O. F. Hall.
Kvenlug. Band concert followed by grand
ball at Dunham's Hall.

The proceeds received from the dinner
and supper, and the ice cream which
will be sold during the afternoon at I.
O. O. F. Hall, will go for the beuefit of
the West Paris Public Library.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Howard Lane, Mies
Lola A. Lane and Miss Delia H. Lane
went last Wednesday to Berlin, Ν. H., to
be present at the wedding of Mies Miriam
P. Lane to Mr. T. W. Estabrook, both of
Mrs. Estabrook ie the only
Berlin.
daughter of Mr. L. B. Lane and has
many acquaintances here who extend
their best wishes. The wedding was a
very pretty affair, and the happy couple
received many valuable gifts. Mrs.
Harry Johnson went from here as
caterer.
in id.

M.
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Almore Pearson.

Dying Bov's Prayer,
Jennie Etta Record.
Presentation of Diplomas.
Auld Lang Syne.
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Things
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boy

$150

b7,

Cap,

|

Drop

Ladies' White
Canvas Oxfords.

raTn

Try

buy

F. H. NOYES CO.,

|

(2 Stores, )

Paris,

$1,30,

Norway.

*1.93

■

W. 0.

Frothingham,

DRESS SKIRTS
perfection

style

^jS"

The parents and invited guests were
much pleased and many compliments
Balne
were given the teacher and pupils. Mrs.
Cook Brickett is to reçoive additions to berl
class after the close of the schools, and
it is hoped she will favor the friends of
the pupils with another recital.
A heavy thunder shower and rain
ed Bethel Friday evening.
Kayne

days.

has the
rent

and

son

G. Small.
Β. M. Small, Esq., and little son Richard, of Farmington, visited Mr. Small's
Bryant's Pond.
mother, Mrs. E. G. Small, a few days
been
has
ball
club
base
Our
recently
week.
re-organized. James D. Farnum was last
Mr. and Mrs. Allie DeCosta and son
chosen manager and Robert Shaw, capParis have come to spend
tain. Their first game will be with the tlwin of South
the summer here with Mrs. DeCosta's
Radcliffo Club at the fair grounds.
Chandler.
Bert Silvor of South Woodstock lost a parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horatio

GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Harlow Uerrlsh.
Elsie Ada IrlFh.
Gladys Shaw Morrill.
Jennie Etta Record.
Horace Wilbur Roberts.
Mav Shaw.
adellne Elizabeth Whitman.

Mrs. Ira Harriman of Oxford and Mrs.
horso Monday. It became frightare
ened at an auto near the residence of Bertha Carter of Haverhill, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. P. II. Brown.
with
visiting
so
was
and
John Foster
badly
injured
Ε. T. Brown and David Brown of Authat it had to be shot.
cattle.
Norman McCollister will occupy the burn are here buying
Mrs. It. A. Chandler has gone to Lewreut recently vacated by A. L. Bowker.
The stores close Tuesday and Thurs- iston.
Mrs. M. P. Heald made a trip to I,ewday evenings.
There will be a baptism at North iston and back Wednesday.
H. G. Jewett went to Brunswick SatWoodstock, June 24th. The services
urday, returning Monday.
wiil be conducted by Rev. E. A. Davis.
The village schools closed June 22d.
Lovell.
Aldrlch of Auburn and
Hibbard
Very heavy thunder showers passed
Gaveston Cole and wife of Mechanic
afternoon and evening,
Falls wore in town the first of the week. over here Friday
was done aa yet known
Heath & Hathaway are painting Geo. but no damage
except to the telephones.
Q. Perham's buildings.
Miss Ahbie E. Woodbury, who was
James Armstrong is painting E. Anelected as a delegate from the Farmingdrews it Co.'s store.
Normal School to the summer meetDr. Ross of Portland was in town this ton
ing of the young people's movement of
week.
at Silver Bay, Ν. Y.,
Road Commissioner Robbins is busy missionary work
to go on account of the illwith a small crew on the Locke's Mills was not able
her father, and her place was
road. At this season he finds it difficult ness of
taken by Jessie O. Chapman, who started
to obtain help enough.
She expected to
The Dearborn Spool Company are Thursday morning.
meet delegates from other schools and
erecting another large dry house on
colleges in Portland, and others in Bostheir property.
The meeting will hold until the
A tent show with six people will enter- ton.
tain our people for a week commencing first of July.
Mr. D. Π. Woodbury, who was critiJune 25th.
cally ill, is improving.
About one o'clock Thursday the buildWest Bethel.
"The dewdrops epark'e In the eun
ings of Adelbert Stanley took fire, supAnd leave» dance In the bree/.e;
posed from defect in chimney and were a
The birds are Joyous every one.
total loss. A part of the household
And dewdrops sparkle In the sun,
furniture was saved. Insured in the
Ko;- day Its courec his just begun—
And gem-like on the tree*
town company for about $500.
The dewdrops sparkle In the eun
Ami leaves dance In the breeze."
Hiram.

Mrs. Lucy Skiilings is spending the
month of Juno with friends in Saco.
For fifteen years she has been the housekeeper of Hamden Allen, who is 83 years
of age.
Oxford.
The Oxford nigh School graduating
exorcises were held on Friday afternoon
at the Congregationalist church with the
following prugrammo:
'UOUHAMMK.

Orchestra.

Chapman.

Orche-tra.
Annte Relie Bennett.
Harry I'earson Kay.

Music.
Kssay, Forent* au·! Forestry In Maine,
Fred Harmon Martin.
Κ 'say, The I'rogre*s of the Great Republic.
Jessie Marlon Kay.

"1 hear thy presence In the whispering air,
The lifting leaf, the honey-bee's low tunc,
The drowsy hum of Insects everywhere;
The world is full of thee, Ο peerless June!"

Strawborries are

ripening.

weather.
Delightful
Potato beetles are coming in swarms.
Iloeing and haying run in conjunction.
J. E. Pike has taken a partner in his
home and business.
A. J. llaskell 1s using a Chicago Aermotorfor pumping water.
Vegetation is jumping and the hay
crop promises to be abundant.
Evero Towne and family have moved
to Newburyport, Mass.
L. E. Allen is making quite extensive
repaire on his buildings.
Dr. Tibbette of Bethel Hill is frequent·
ly called to this end of the town.
The Bethel schools will close next Friday for the summer vacation.
Addison S. Bean has sold his farm to
Daniel Glincs of Bethel Hill.
P. C. Wiggett has moved into the
house he recently bought of Mrs. L. E.
Bean, vacated last week by Evero
Towne.
summer

BROOKS—The
:

lumber went

into

the

pond.

Seaman

Wood saved himself by jumping ashore,
fireman Perry clung to the smokestack
and captain McEusick saved himself on
No lives were lost.
a bunob of shingles.
This Is the first shipwreck on Moose
Pond.
Mrs. A. H. Jones and Mrs. ▲. W. Bel·
oher went to Bridgton Thursday.
Dr. Shaw has been in Portland for a

at

25c.

stylish,

SKIRTS of Sicilian, which comprises
by a cluster of three plaits formed

$S-5o

tapering

seven

gores,

at each seam,

are

modified

..$5.98

SKIRTS in the popular grays, double box plaits in front, inverted plait in
back, double box plaits on sides, finished Vandyke style, trimmed
with buttons,
$4.98
SKIRTS of Sicilian in black, blue and gray,
at bottom,
Other

in Brilliantin*» for

styles
$4.50, 4.98, 5.98.

seven

gored,

2 1-2

inch fold

$2.50, 3.98, 4.98, 5.9S, 6.9S, 7.50.

$3.98
Pana-

ma

Pharmacist.

Next to Puat Office, South Paria.

Carpenters Wanted.

Ten first-class carpenters wanted

at once.

Mason Manufacturing Co.

South Paris.

Norway, Maine.

Millinery

To all persons Interested In either of the Kstatce
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
June, In the year of otir Lord one thousand
nine hundred and elx. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby Obukkbd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three weeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Paris, In said County, thai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of July, A. I). l'JOtf. at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be beard there
oa If they see cause.

RACHAL L. MORSE, late of Oxford, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof ami
the appointment of George Ha/en or some other

suitable

annexed

person

as

presented

administrator with the will
by David Morse, widower.

and

Fancy Goods.

ALL ARE INVITED TO CALL AND SEE

PKOBATE NOTICES.

OUR LINE OF

Millinery, Gloves, Stocks, Collars,
Corsets and Fancy Articles.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

MARY F. BENNETT, late of Parts, deceased :
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by John Bennett, the executor therein named.
MARTHA A. MARSTON, late of Hartford,
deceased ; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by John C. Marat jn, the executor
therrln named.

Northwood Centre,
Coe's Academy,
Χ. II., is visiting with his wife, the family
of her father, Mr. Eli demons.
Hon. Almon Young is mentioned as a
possible candidate for representative.
Πβ served in the house about 1803, and
again about 1897, and later a term in the
Senate.
Mr. Eli C. Wadeworth, of Mountain
View Farm, has all bis rooms engaged
and has fifteen boarders at present.
Mr. Charles L. Wilson, a student at
Hebron Academy, is passing his vacation
at Dr. C. E. Wilson's.
attended the
Mrs. Marshall
graduation of her daughter Florence at
the Gorham Normal School this week.

ALBERT L. SOUI.E, late of Oxford, deceased ; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by Truman B. Soule,
administrator.
PETER N. HASKELL, late of Waterford, deceased; petition for conflrmition of trustee
presented by Joseph B. Haskell.
WILLIAM G. HAMMOND, late of Paris, deceased; final account presented for allowance
by Henry D. Hammond, executor.

spring fab
colotings. The
for
spring are destyles
cidedly becoming.
in the newest

rics and

LUCETTA M WINSLOW, late of Paris, deceased; first account presented for allowance by
Lizzie A. Milieu, executrix.
THANKFUL C. BACON, late of Buckfleld,
deceased; first account presented for allowance
by Eugene F. Smith, administrator.

Spring

DEATH PROM LOCKJAW
an injury dressed with
1 lever follows
Sucklen's Arnica Salve. Its antiseptic
1 tnd healing properties prevent blood
merchant of
! >oisoning. Chas. Oswald,
"It
1 Jeneselaersville, N. T., writes:
mred Seth Burch of this place, of the
I ever saw.1'
iglieat sore on his neck
Jures Cuts, Wounds, Burns and Sore·.
J :5c at F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.'s drug store.

in
I

and 1 will fix it.

You

the

can

new

get

an

styles

idea of

from the

OLIVE F. IIEALD, late of Sumner,deceased;
first account presented for allowance by Cyrus
B. Heald, executor.

cut, but better still
in and try one on

JOHN D. DUNN, late of Sumner, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by Charles
II. Bonney, administrator.

ance

$5

FRANCETTA FLETCHER, late of Parts, de
ceased; first account presented for allowance by
Wheeler, administrator.

to $20.

HERBEKT L. SWIFT, late of Paris, deceased ; petition for the appointment of Annie
L. Swift or some other suitable person as administratrix presented by Annie L. Swift,
irldow.

Coats.

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

weather at all

rain

Copyright 1906 by
Hart Schattiicr t£f Mary

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be
> as been duly appointed administrator of the
1 state of
DAVID M. 8TURTEVANT,
late of Magallowav Plantation.
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
ondsaatbe law direct·.
All persons having
c emandi against the estate of said deceased are
d eslred to present the same for aettlement, and
« II Indebted thereto are requested to make par
" lent lmmediatelr.

\

MELVIN D. 8TUBTEVANT.
June 19th, 1806.

NOTICE.
AN ALARMING SITUATION
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be
days.
Mr. Morris Davis is in the hospital at j requently résulta from neglect of clog·
duly appointed administrator of the
Portland for an operation for a sore on < fed bowels and torpid liver, until con- e M^been
BETSEY P. MONK, late of Buokfldd,
condithe faee.
itipation becomes chronic. Thisuse
the County of Oxford, deoeaaed, and
Dr. Ï iren bond· a· the law
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Ingalls are the ι ion is unknown to those who
direct·. AU person·
beat and fi ι ring demand· again* the estate of said
dehappy parents of a nice baby boy, born j ting's New Life Pilla; the and
ο used are dealred to preeeat the aame for aetBow·
Stomach
of
the 16th.
;entleat regulators
Λ
Shurtleff
▲.
F.
£
nloe
calves
ten
sent
(
Ernest
ila.
Quaraateed
Mr.
by
Ingalls
|R May «Ε, ιST
wuritoir a, move.
ι J·., drogfiata, Price 86c.
in—id to Boetoo market Wednesday,
few

œjsaadsjsr

seasons.

Norway.

FIRST PICK.
All the

styles and
best things in

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
1 laa been duly appointed executrix of the last

take payment lmmediatelr.
June 19th, 1906. MARIETTA A. FULLER.

The gardoes for all

H. B. Foster,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

J

shine.

that

$10 to $18.

Complaints by

rill and testament of
CALEB FULLER, late of Parts,
1 η the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
avior demands against the estate of said deeased are desired to present the same for settlelent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to

or

ment

BALSAM

NOTICE.
The subscriber h-reby gives notice Miat lie
ins been <luly appointed executor of Ui.· lust
rill and testament of
MARIA K. J. RICK, late of Parts,
η the County of Oxford, deceased.
All persons
laving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same fur settleaent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
nake par ment Immediate! v.
June 19th, 1906.
CHARLES P. CHASE.

Suits

New patterns in Rain
The garment for

Alton C.

Bowel

and

stylish appearof the garment.

Spring

NELLIE E. DkCOSTa, late of Bockileld, doceased; first and final account presented for
allowance by Fred W. Record, administrator.
ELVA E. STETSON, late of Ruckfield, debased; first and final accou.it presented for
allowance by Washington Heald, administrator.

[ARNOLD'S

come

note the

ALBERT L. SOU LE, lato of Oxford, deceased; first account presented for allowance by
Truman B. Soule, administrator.

Ε

the otber evening but the bead winds
and heavy tide drove her back and striking a rock she capsized and her load of

produced

work loose,

Lieut. John W. Hubbard, a member of
the capitol police, Washington, D. C.,
has been visiting his sister, Mrs. Peter
B. Young, and his daughter, Mrs. Arthur
W. Sadler.
Prof. Edwin K. Welch, preceptor of

East Brownfield.
Mr. Charles Stickney of Hampton, N.
H., was at the Stickney home for a short
visit last week.
The William Lcavitts of Portland have
Brownfield.
opened their summer home, Clovercrest.
their
Tarr
took
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Rev.
Mr. Charles Cole of Weston, Mass.,
little daughter to the eye and ear in- spent June 17 with his parents, Mr. and
her
have
to
in
Portland
eyes Mrs. L. A. Cole.
firmary
operated on.
Mrs. Η. M. Sanborn and Mrs. Eben
Mr. Daniel Boynton has had recently Rounds were in Conway recently, visitHe is quite
three paralytic shocks.
ing Mrs. Frank Marston.
feeble.
Marion Giles is at home.
The remains of Mrs. Perkins (nee
Mr. A. F. Johnson is entertaining his
Lizzie Boynton), were brought from
sisters, Carrie and Viola, of Waltham,
Conway for interment.
Mass.
is
her
Mrs. Belle Fogg Sands
visiting
Mrs.
J.
mother,
Fogg.
Sumner.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rowe have guests
Mrs. Agnes Belcher of Rockland,
from Massachusetts.
Mrs. Leland AnThe Misses Stevens of Portland are Mass., is caring for
stopping at their cottage in this village. drews.
Walter Abbott and wife and little girl,
Mrs. Tarr from Massachusetts is visitwho have been visiting relatives in this
ing her son, Rev. Dr. Tarr.
lace and Paris, have returned to their
ome in Attleboro, Mass.
First Congregational church, Rev.
Aubery Dyer of North Abington,
James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., minister.
Mass., is visiting bis brothers, Julian
Morning worship at 10:45, with sermon and Lynn Dyer, and sister, Mrs. Delia
by the pastor, "What is Faith?" This Andrews.
will be followed by communion. SunRoscoe Record and daughter of New
day School at 12 u. Evening worship at York are visiting at G. B. Foster's.
and
White
"The
Red,
7:30, subject,
W. E. Bowker had the misfortune to
Blue." The orchestra is expected to
hurt his leg quite badly recently by the
lead the singing. All are cordially incattle etarting and the roller going over
vited.
his leg.
The Brownfield Cadet Band is making
extensive plans for a grand Fourth of
DEADLY SERPENT BITES
July celebration.
Mr. Erving Linscott lias the honor as ire as common in India as are atomacb
far as we know of being the first pos- »nd liver disorders with us. For the
It is a latter however there!· a sure remedy:
sessor of an automobile in town.
Electric Bitters; the great restorative
handsome "Cadillac."
On Tuesday evening, tbe Rebekahs held medicine, of which 8. A. Brown of Bena memorial service in Odd Fellow·1 Hall.
aettsville, S. C., says: "They restored
Dr. Tarr of the First Congregational ny wife to perfect health, after years of
Church delivered an address, "Rebekah luffering with dyspepsia, and a chronIdeals in Theory and Practice." He paid cally torpid liver." Electric Bitters
sure chills and fever, malaria, biliousa glowing tribute to Odd Fellowship.
lees, lame back, kidney troubles and
Denmark.
iladder disorders. Sold on guarantee by
f. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists. Price
The steamboat Lady Tufts loaded
with lumber started for Scandabag Cove I >0o.

cur-

each.
The proper thing
for telephone use. If
your 'phone is out
of order and won't
work, call on me

good

Selon

yet

largest

any dry battery
sell it, with patent
bull dog grip, connectio s never can

daughKeith, spent

Mrs. Ε. E. Field and

ters, Ora and Doris,
visit-1 Sunday
with Mrs. E.

SKIRTS in the popular grays, circular, its plain efl'ect is broken by the
introduction of cluster of inverted plaits in front, also on the sides,

Dry Battery

J. A. Tuell, who has been critically ill,
is able to again drive his baker's wagon.
Maurice Farrar has gone to Buckfield,
where he has employment in a livery

| stable.
Mr. and

SCHOOL.

Rev. William

£ue-dy·

re-1

Fred Almore Pearson.

Music,
'•raver,
Muelc,.
Salutatory, Life Lines
Class History

BLUE 8TORE8.

prices.
$5

Benediction.

HIOII

|

]

sale of millinery during this week
to close out summer stock.
Music.
Elmer R. Verrill of Bates College I'ro|»hecv,
Flora Felle Shillings.
ν...ο-r
"1
>X1
at
also
Unsay, The I'anaina Canal, Alton Irwlu De Lan o.
preached here a week ago and
was
of
and
(lu
a
native
Sumner
societies,
Paris
for
the
days.
North
Muelc.
Baptist
spent the uioHt of his life there, remov- lie has beeu here Reveral times and is I'rcnentatlon of Gifts, Lewis Kdwurd Trebllcock.
Margaret Walker.
ing to Paris a few years ago. lie was in very much liked. He has been called by Valedictory, l'loneers
M uslc.
the war of the Rebellion enlisting in Co. these two churches to spend his summer
F, 9th Regt., aud following its fortunes vacation here and has accepted. Ur. Ver- I'renentat'on of Diplomas,
Superintendent Kcv. Frederick Newport.
in active service for nearly three years rill will come here Sunday, July 1, and
of Class Ode.
and re-enlisting when bis term expired.
preach every Sabbath through July and The churchSinging
was beautifully decorated
He was at the assault on Fort Wagner
August, remaining in the vicinity dur- with
and the bloody battle of Cold Harbor,
white, red and a profusion of
ing the season. He will also preach
Mr. Ernest H. Pratt, principal
but was disabled by a gun shot wound every first and third Sunday at North (lowers.
of the high school, has been engaged to
in the shoulder before Petersburg so that Paris in the afternoon.
his fourth year of army life was spent in
Mrs. C. F. Barden and two daughters continue in the school with an increase
the hospital. After discharge he return- are
spending a week visiting relatives at of salary. The other teachers have also
been retained, Miss Perkins assistant in
ed to Sumner, bought a farm, married Han ville.
and settled down, living there for thirty
Bertha Penley received by popular the high school, Miss Poster interyears, finally selling his farm on account vote the gold watch given away by the mediate, and Miss Wight primary.
Rockland, Maine, May 3,1NU6.
Edward Hayes of Emmett, Idaho, with
of continued ill health. He was a good Murdock Entertainment Co.
soldier, a good citizen, a good husband
Dr. F. H. Packard and family are at his wife and twin daughters, Irma and
Republican County Convention.
and father, aud a good Christian.
their summer camp in Greenwood where Fay, are visiting his parents, Mr. and
The Kepubllcan voters of the County of OxM re. C. S. Hayes.
ford, lu the State of Maine, are requested to
they have gone for the season.
Geo. Knight, F. B. Andrews, H. G.
meet In convention at the Court House at South
Newry.
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Moody have
Paris on Thursday, the JSth day of June. A. D.
Died in North Xewry, June 10, Isaac moved here from North Paris and are Perkins, E. P. Faunce, C. T. Ward well,
l'A*!, at 10 Jo o'clock In the forenoon, for the purau aged and highly respected
pose of nominating camlldates for the following Kilgore,
keeping house upstairs in the houee G'has. Sanborn, Mr. and Mrs. Huntiug,
county υ nicer*, to be supporte·! at the September citizen of the town, after a painful ill- occupied by Mrs. Moody's parents, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin, Mr. and Mrs.
election, to wit: Senator.ClerkofCourts.County ness of eeveral weeks' duration, and
H olden, Mrs. Brackett and Miss Muland Mrs. Ezra Ridlon.
Treasurer, Countv Attorney. Register of l>eeds,
holland attended the Q. A. R. encamphie remains were conRegister of l>ee<i· for Western District, one to-day, June 21st,
Greenwood.
ment at Portland.
County Commissioner, and Sheriff. Also to signed to their last resting place in the
choose a Republican County Committee tor the
John B. Robinson is having bis house
of the Dead." He is survived by
a crow
out
commissioner
4'City
road
The
got
and
WW.
yean 1«υ7
and alterations made. Mr.
The basis of representation will be as follows : a devoted wife and two sons, one pro- one day last week, and good work was improved
Each town and plantation organized for election prietor of Poplar Hotel, Wallace; the done for that
of time, but only a Estes of Auburn is doing the work.
length
purposes will be enUtled tooae delegate, acd for other
Dr. Elliot's home on the shore of Lake
Donnis, postmaster at North tithe of what the roads require. There
each 75 votes cast for the Republican candidate
for Governor in 1ΛΗ an additional delegate, and Newry, beside an
adopted daughter, Is so much to be done, however, before Thompson is nearly completed. Mrs.
for a fraction of 40 vote· In excess of 75 vote· an Myra Libby, who is at present ill with
haying which is near at hand, that it is Elliot is expected this week.
additional delegate.
Rev. Mr. Newport preached tho meulcerated throat. Quite an excitement doubtful if anything more is done in that
The Republican County Committee will be In
There has been so morial sermon before the Knights of
seMlon at the grnud jury room at the Court was caused at the funeral by the horses direction at present.
House at South Paris, at o'clock on the morn
attached to a three seated carriage be- much rain of late that every depression Pythias and Pythian Sisterhood at the
lng of the convention, for the purpose of receiv- coming unmanageable, overturning and
in the road is yet filled with water or Congregationaliet church Sunday from
ing the credentials of delegates.
the words, "Let brotherly love conDelegates In order to be eligible to participate demolishing tho carriage and badly in- mud.
In the convention must be elected subsequent to juring a two seated carriage belonging
The selectmen are at the town farm tinue.1' The music was appropriate and
the date of the call for this convention.
to J. S. Allen of this town.
this week making taxes for the ensuing beautiful. The solo by Miss Stone was
Per order Republican Countv Committee.
Mrs. Fannie Bisbee of Bethel is visitvery fine. The floral decorations were
H. L. BARTLETT, Chairman.
year.
II. C. DUSTON. Secretary.
ing in town and calling on old friends.
Work has also commenced on the new spirea, Iceland poppies, carnations,
Dated at South Parla, Maine, May 4, 11**'..
Little Marjorie Allen is slowly re- school house in the Martin District, so ferns and other flowers.
Rev. Mr. Chapman's son Robert Chapcovering from an operation for appen- called. That job of work would have
Let the Administration be Endorsed. dicitis. The trained nurse has
gone been well nigh completed by this time, man is here for a short vacation from
N. Watkrford, Junk 18, 190tf.
away and Miss Nellie Howard is assist- had not some worthy discovered a little a medical school in Baltimore.
Editor Deiuocrat:
The "Gospel tent" with Rev. Mr.
ing in caring for her.
informality in the proceedings, thus
At this writing it seems probable that
it necessary to call another town McPhie ovangelist and Lewis Smith of
making
the Swasey men of this congressional
Hebron.
Auburn, singer, came Wednesday and
meeting.
district will be outnumbered at the conMrs. Judge Bonney bas been in the
The writer took a lady to Bryant's meetings are being held.
vention to be held at Lewiston the 2tith
Miss Bertha Hazen of Portland was
place a few days. All regretted that Pond Tueeday for the purpose of taking
Inst.
Judge
Bonney has not been able to at- the first step toward having a new set of bore to attend the graduating exercises
Strongly in sympathy with the Swasey tend commencement exercises. We will teeth; and while there he called on of Oxford High School.
movement myself, I am asking, with make no
Miss H. E. Hersey of Boston sailed for
attempt to report ae that will leveral former neighbors, among whom
some solicitude, how we shall take our be done in full
were "Uncle" Stephen Rowe and his Europe on Thursday as advised by her
by others.
defeat. I think we may all have a sinThe district school gave a little enter- laughter, the widow Elizabeth Whit- phyeicians.
cere feeling of gratitude to Mr. Swasey tainment last week
Mr. O. G. Andrews of Gardiner, a
Friday to raise money man, who has kept his house ever aince
for the gallant and well nigh successful to
hie wife died. Although Mr. Rowe will former resident of this place, is suffering
paper the school house.
contest carried on by him for us. As
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sturtevant went to be 92 years old on the 4th of Jnly, bis from two broken ribs, the result of a
we have been auimated throughout by West Peru
Saturday to visit hi· mother, syes are not so dim but that he can read fall.
President and returned
our hearty sympathy with
Rev. Mr. Newport will preach by rewith glasses, nor his natural force so
Sunday afternoon.
Roosevelt's administration, so in our deMiss Mary Thompson of Portland is ibated but that bis garden comparée quest of the grange at West Mlnot on
feat may we have a still firmer loyalty to
visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Sturtevant. favorably with former years. Hie Sunday afternoon.
that statesman in his untiring zeal for
Mrs. Millett of Paris who has been
Miss Columbia Bumpus spent Sunday daughter, we are glad to state, is enjoythe
welfare.
public
ill is better and is now here
promoting
in Auburn.
ing better health than formerly, bo that critically
The Oxford County Republican conMrs. Floronce Dunham Pinkham, with ihe does the most, if not all of her with her daughter, Mrs. Curtis.
vention should express by resolutions its her two children of
Born June 17th, to the wife of Ε. M.
Newton, Mass., is at housework. Before leaving Mrs. Whitinterest in and approval of the constant £. S Dunham's.
man presented us with her recent photo- Thayer, a son.
and successful labors of President RooseA number of the boys of the high
Prof, and Mrs. Purington of Farming- graph and also her father's, for which
velt's administration in dealing with the ton are the
guests of Miss Hattie P. ihe has our hearty thanks. The pictures school including the members of the
difficult Philippine question; in inaugurrere taken by Walter Arkett, who has Oxford High School Band will camp out
Bailey.
successful
issue
to
a
and
ating
carrying
at Good Will Farm for a summer outing.
Invitations are out for the wedding of ; really become a fine artist.
the railroad rate regulation bill; in Miss Helen Buttertield and Mr.
A few years ago Wesley Ring sold his This is near the home of Mr. Ε. H.
Ralph
recommending more thorough inspection Glover, which will take place in the jlace at the Center and moved to West Pratt, the prinoipal, who will be with
of the meat packing industry.
church Saturday, June 23. Mr. Glover Paris where he engagod in some kind of them a part of the time.
Let Oxford Republicans be outspoken K'tc Kniirrlif ItSu fatVkAr'u form
nechanical work. Recently he bought
on all these queations.
he Harry Cole farm and is once more
East Bethel.
M M. il AMI.IV.
North Paris.
Mr. Ring
, lettled down to agriculture.
Some of tbo farmers are hoeing while
Mrs. Charlie Jacob· and two children, j s a good neighbor and we are glad to
other· are planting.
Political Notes.
and Mrs. Guy Powers and two children j lave him back in town again. His
Mr. K. D. Cole from
Washington,
from Bryant's Pond, visited at Ernest j ather-in-law,
Adoniram
Swan, who D. C., visited relatives here last week.
The Fourth District Democrat» have Mason'· the 14th. Mrs. Power· and chil- j mried his wife a few years ago, is makMr. and Mrs. G. N. Sanborn moved to
j Dg a home with him.
nominated George M. Hanson, former dren remained for a two week·' vieit.
South Paris last week.
Wm. Jacob· and wife from Soath Paris
With regret we learn of the feeble state
major of Calais, for representative to
Miss Margaret Widden is preparing an
visited his sister, Mrs. Ernest Mason, < if the Buck field correspondent; may his entertainment for the last
Congress.
day of her
June 15tb.
ι ight hand not forget her cunning so as ichool here.
B. W. Goodwin of Mexico has been
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Foss have moved ι ο prevent his sending in bis weekly
Mr. Lester Bean is at home from
nominated bj the Democrats of that to their stand at North Paris from Port- j
ocals for many years yet.
Princeton where he has been teaohing
district fir representative to the legisla- land.
And there is another thing to be re- the
ture.
past year.
Mr. Grover haa a brother staying with { ;retted, and that is the non-appearance
Edgar Coolidge's little child is seriousthe cream to Buck- t f West Bethel of late.
him
and
Brother
carrying
B.,
Convention Week.
ly ill with pheumonia and a little son is
field.
ι rhere art thou?
This is the week of all the Republican
rery sick, threatened with appendicitis.
Oscar Kimball has covered the roof of
Mr. Harry Bryant is at home from his
conventions in which the people of Oxhia house with patent roofing.
North
Stonetum.
ford County are directly interested. The
work,
caring for his father, Mr. Chas.
Willia Walker and wife visited her
Wm. Adams and daugh- Bryant, who i· very tick.
and
Mti.
Mr.
Second District convention is held at
mother, Mrs. E. Mason, Sunday.
er Ethel went to Bridgton Friday to alLewiston Tuesday, the state convention
(Ulead.
at Portland Wednesday, and the county
and the graduation of their daughter,
Watorford.
East
Mr. B. F. Hicks, wife and son, of
< toldio, who graduated from the high
convention at South Paris Thursday.
< South Paris, are in town.
Miss Elsie V. Sanderson, who haa re- s ebool there.
Victor McLain and wife are visiting
Here is the story of a smart Arooetook cently graduated from Limerick AcadDennis Adams went to Norway Tueecounty man, according to a truthful emy, is at home for a week before go- à ay with a load of potatoes. He oarried lis brother and family.
Miss Annie Watson of Portland was
Parkhurst correspondent: O. S. Ginn ing to Whitefield, Ν. H., to work in a f jrty-one bushels.
last week moved his old barn off Its hotel through the season.
MÎr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton have been risking her sister Sunday.
Mrs. Mandana Miller and grand- a way a few days on business. Mrs. Joan
The wire bridge Is undergoing repairs.
basement back into the field, turned it
There was a surprise party Tuesday
half way around and inside out, framed daughter, Maude Miller of Waltham, are ] [cAlllster of West Lovell helped Mrs.
and raised his new barn, assisted the spending a four weeks* vacation at G. 1 ?m. Gammon while they were gone.
light at the house of the bride ana
Mrs. L. J. Oammon has made some | {room, Mr. Earl Jordan and wife.
cooks, worked in the garden and arrest- A. Miller's.
Mr. Sphraim Wight dined with jour
Mrs. Susie Col· of Hiram ia visiting ν ery pretty quilts. Sb· has on· tllat
ed fourteen peddlers. And it rained here
' I lormpoBdeat TttMdaj.
bar slater, Mrs. Ilia Aai·.
moct of Ike time."
f| M 6M0
Addison (». Pari in died J un· 22 at his
home on Paris Hill of shock and weak-

FOLLOWING THE FLAG.

I

wMt SanuMr.

I When oar aoldlen went to Cob* and
Field strawberries are rip·.
Mr. Eli Stearna ia collecting large lot·
imThe new telephone line vu opened he Phlllppinee, health was the most
of wool to ahip to market later.
A. G. Farrar Strang the wire. portant oonalderatlon. Willis T. MorTuesday, the W. C. T. U. met with
be- j gan, retired Commissary Sergeant, U. S.
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason. At the close of the Geo. West if cut off from the line
of Rural Route 1, Conoord, Ν. H.,
business session an interesting report of cause his maohlne will not transmit a i.t
it lays: "I was two years in Cuba and
the connty convention was given, and sound. He has sent it away to have
, wo years in the Philippines, and being
after adjournment dainty refreshments put in order.
ohurch next Sunday ι lubject to oolds, I took Dr. King's New
In
wore served, by the hostess and her
d
which kept
T*rhr wl11 ^ Maiated in the Discovery for Consumption,
daughter, Miss Alice Mason, in honor of
«
And now, in New
ne in perfect health.
Miss Isabel Shirley of Brooklyn, who is services by two evangelists.
Walter Ellingwood
place.
medicine
it
the
beat
find
we
The Universalis! church is undergoing Ssmpablre,
C. H. Prince and wife returned Wed- now at her summer home in Bethel and
bronfor
colda,
world
the
the
η
coughs,
G. Parrar has finished
nesday from visiting their children at whose interest in the Union, and many repairs. A.
when the plastering chial troubles and all lung dlseaaea.
Madison and Waterville. They report gracious favors are deeply appreciated carpenter work and
A. Shurtleff & Co.,
at
F.
Guaranteed
be
will
is done the repairs
needs a new
IF YOUR
bad roads for autoing.
IF IN want of a Summer
by the Bethel W. C. T. U.
Price 60o and 11.00. Triai I
Mrs. Fannie Bisbee has been visiting and the church will be ready to hold Iruggiats.
This town has made an investment.
in
the near
now or
Suit
over.
stocks
free.
our
look
jottle
Suit
services in.
We have a steel cell set up in the hose friends in Newry.
Children's Day was observed by the
A large delegation from the UniversalIt will pay
future, call on us. It'll pay.
Get our
house, and the speculation is, who will
Moth«r Gray'* Swnt Powder» for Chlldr·*,
is society attended the association in Baptist church Sunday, the 17th. Quite iucceiwfully use by Mother Gray, nurae In the
christen it.
to $6.
Knee Suits
to $18.
» large congregation gathered despite JilUlren'e Home In New York, Cure KeverUb
you. Suits
Mrs. Lucas, whose husband recently Norway Wednesday and Thursday.
was in charge1 ieaa, Bad Stomach, Teethln* Disorder». more
The
tnerain.
Ebenezer
programme
Mr.
Richardson,
Thursday,
died, has given up her rent and gone with
ana Deatrov Worm·.
of Mrs. Villa West. Prayer was offered ind regulate the Bowel*
her children to her father's home in one of our oldest and most highly
3ver Su.OOO te<t0monlate
They never fail. At all
exercises by thei lrnntut·, SSc. Sample ΓΒΕΚ. Auunsaa, Alien
The
Moses
Dow.
his
arm
had
amputated.
citizens,
Hartford.
spected
S.
T.
much enjoyed espe- i. Climated, Le Itoy,
Mrs. Wm. Irish visited friends at For several months he has been a great I children were very
BOYS' Ball Suits,
YOU must need Summer
sufferer and submitted to an operation a cially the flower drill by eight girls, and
South Paris Wednesday.
A Cartel· Cere for Aching Fut.
exercise
Good for play.
Belt $1.
by five boys. A solo,
Mrs. Fred Atwood of Rumford Falls few months ago, but the disease still the flag
Underwear,
Suits,
Hosiery.
cure·
Tired,
Alleu'· Fout-Eaae, a powder;
Minnie
aent
has been a recent guest of Mr. Atwood's progressed. Mr. Richardson is 84 years The Rose Strewn Way, by Mrs.
Swollen feet.
Sample
Wash
Suits
Sweating,
Aching,
$1.
Best
New stock just in.
1
Cowboy
of age but he Btood the operation won- Jewett, was well rendered. The olher KKKK, aleo sample of IOot-Ease SaNirAKv
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Atwood.
A1 en
Addreaa,
new Invention.
to
a
Miss
Luelia
were
Parrar,
Suits
soprano.
Uurn-Pad,
fiords
a
$1.
Blouses,
market
the
and
values
50c.
Mr. and Mrs. Q. A. Chandler of West derfully well
encouraging reports singers
He has the
Maxim, alto, R. N. Stetson Olmated, Le Koy, Ν. Y.
come from the sick room.
Sumner were in town Wednesday.
Shirts.
in.
West
Goo.
M.
and
W.
a
tenor,
wishes
of
Hammond,
and
best
large
Mollie Cole has returned from visiting sympathy
circle of neighbors and friends. Dr. and B. G. Hammond bass, Mrs. Ε. B.
friends in Portland.
of | Thomas organist. Rev. E. 0. Taylor
and
Twitcbell
Bethel
Dr.
of
Tibbetts
Virgil Cole improves slowly.
one.
Outing Suits, Trouswas delayed by the bad traveling, but
Have you ever worn a Coat Shirt?
Wm. Gregg of Andover was in town Portland performed the operation.
have looked at us.
Thursday evening the pupils of Mrs. arrived in time to make some Interesting
until
Don't
Straw
Hats.
Thursday.
you
ers,
clone
the
before
Mrs. A. F. Warren is visiting in Port- Vellie F. Brickott gave a piano recital at remarks to the children
the concert. Mr. Taylor illustrated
land, Miss Louise Warren is visiting the home of Mr. J. U. Purington. Mrs. of
had
to
he
what
say by object lessons so
friends in Auburn, Rev. and Mrs. Pottle Brickett bas a class of fifteen pupils but
the children very clearly understood
are spending the week at Bowdoinham, all were not represented in the recital, that
LADIES' WHITE CANVAS
for
and Mrs. «killings is among friends at being necessarily detained at home. his meaning. All felt well repaid
in
the
out
EMBROIDERED
in
taken
OXFORDS,
and
well
rendered
coming
was
Uiddeford, considerably depopulating Every number
instruction and the
showed careful
1.73 South
Turner Street.
VAMPS,
Mrs. Helen Parrar has gone to Auburn
Hon. A. P. Bonney of Auburn came earnest efforts of the
pupils. Proto be with her aunt who recently subup Friday to visit old friends, and the gramme:
LADIES' WHITE CANVAS
Smith. mitted to a surgical operation.
graves of his fathers. He has had a long Duet—Madcap Caprice
Miss Agnes Savage came here Satur- OXFORDS, PLAIN VAMP, CAP
Misses Hapgood and Phllbro k.
him
someworn
on
which
has
RUBBERS THAT
FINEST
sickness,
SELL THE
WE
Dennee.
Value-Petite
day from Mexico, where she has been TOE
what.
Pearl Kellogg.
to spend Sunday with her
WE DON'T CHARGE ANY
MONEY CAN BUY.
G. W. Tilton and Fred Record went to Charge of the Hussars
Splndler. teaching,
Mise French.
friend, Mrs. E. J. Marston. Miss Savage!
Portland Friday by auto.
MISSES' WHITE CANVAS
Jungtnann. left Monday for her home in Brewer ac- '
Spring Festival of Flower»
MORE FOR THEM !
M lu Morrill.
who has
Fisher. companied by Mrs. Marston,
Robins' Return,
$1.13
OXFORDS,
I
Gramwith
The graduating exercises of the
M<»b Hapgood.
J. F. PLUMMER.
gone to spend two or three weeks
mar and High School classes of '00, Picnic Dance Value,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sparks.
CANVAS
WHITE
CHILD'S
Sylvia Swan.
were held in the Baptist church Friday
Fred Marston of Portland is spending a
Roubfer.
Marche dee Troubadour*,
few weeks with his cousin, Dr. Ε J
ftl.OO
evening, June 15. Prayer was offered
OXFORDS,
Mise Phllbrook.
Moxart
by Rev. W. D. Athearn, and the diplomas Sonata In A
Marston.
Ml-β
Hall.
were given to the graduates by Mr.
Lqttie Allen, who has been at work
Pacber.
Austrian Song,
for Mrs. E. J. Marston, has gone to her
Dyer, superintendent of schools. The
Mise Martyn.
home in Paris.
parts were very creditably rendered and Duet—Light of Heart,
Misses Morrill and Hapgood.
the large audience present greatly enPred Allen of Paris is working for Dr.
Dennec. |
The Chase ol the Butterflies
joyed the occasion. Following is the
Marston.
Mildred Bosaerman.
in fit.
In
Such tasteful styles, such line fabric and such
Huramll.
South Paris.
Eisa's Message
Lester Harris of Payette was in town
programme:
M'.ss Wlloy.
and
these
are
m
ule
with
alte
ations
are
cases
there
home
Monday
He left for
PROGRAMME.
neccssary
slight
many
Tobanl. last week.
Hearts and Flowers
Music.
Miss Hapgood.
accompanied by Flossie Parrar who has
a personal care and accuracy that insure satisfaction.
Wach.
on
a
visit.
Polka,
there
May
Prayer.
gone
Odessa Long.
is unique, seven gored, each alternate
kluMc.
Miss Belle Gibbs of Livermore Falls is
SKIRTS of Chill'on Panama,
A Footllght Favorite
gudda.
The
( harlee Sumner,
Carl Schurz
Miss Martyn.
visiting her cousin, Mrs. H. E. Pulsifer.
the
of
has
cluster
gores are finished with "three tucks at
plaits,
gore
Harlow Gerrleh.
Wach.
^u'8'fer has sold sachet
Song of the Bathers,
Λ Child's Dream of a Star,
Dickens
Misa Hall.
a lawn swing !
to
procure
$8.50
enough
bottom,....
powder
Madeline Elizabeth Whitman.
Kela Bela
Duet— Lustaplrel,
1900
which she expects to receive in a few,
Mies French and M re. Brickett.
History—B. G. 8.. '08,
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WALL

new

PAPERS!

Borders and Mouldings to match.
Prices range from the cheapest
to the best. Come now and have
the first pick.
Don't wait until
the best are gone.

N.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

es UASKBT

BOOTS
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SQUABII,
KAXW·.
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No ball game· laat
Mrs. Fred E. Hall
for a few days.
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School
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more
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AND

CREDITABLE

Co. is adtirst-clas* carpen-

factory.

i·-'l'uniUn

ngardi?S Lth»t

Γ;:

«

they

assigned.
follows:
Members of the high school graduat- proprietor recently
There was a pleasant wedding party at
lia.l a picnic at Gibson's Grove
COLLKOK l'HEl'AKATOUV.
ii).yT~ ;dy, .Iriving to that place in a barge. the residence of Rev. J. H. Little last Carrie Mabelle Clifford.
Hestlc Mae Haggett.
Saturday afternoon, when Mr. Elisha S
Mrs Mary J. Willis of Beachmont, ( nombs of Portland and
Mae Muzzy Field.
Mary V
Lllla Margaret Swift.
Ma<s wi.low of the late Kthan Willis, Cheenell of Brunswick were united in
LATIN SCIENTIFIC.
Newton's to spend the most
in at Mrs.
Little. The rinc
g
marriage by Mr.
Maude Marlon Lunt.
of the summer.
service was used.
ENULISU.

electrics.
1

Mr and Mrs.

P.

E. Wheeler

..mbridge. Mass.. last week,

to

Mrs·· »hum Moore
nndare
tJSfv
ford Faite
visiting Mr. Moore's sister,
of Rum-

in
attend

•umciiceroent exercises of Harvard,
where their son, Harry M. Wheeler,

t

graduated.

of

the

omce

ladies
have decided to change the date
ι their annual fair which has usually
been held in December to November.
Date ti be announced later.
The

ν

June 25:

Mr. Vernon Thomas.
Mrs. K. C. Merrill.
Mr». Eiueriliitf Younjf.
Mrs. A. M. Buruhaui.
Mr Loreuzu D. A Ken.

Congregational

: et ν

Mr. Wtillam Day, 4.
W'ulboru Λ Kicker Co.

Froucl1 W'H present his ilthe in··«.·tin·-! of Paris Grange held
lecture on the San Franlustrated
to
observe
decided
was
it
10th
June
cisco earthquake at the Congregational
June "tb as Children's Day by a basket church next
Saturday evening, June
Grove if a pleasant
at
Penley's
picnic
° c'oc^·
This lecture ih il»-j ν
ilustrated
day. otherwise at the Grange Hall.
by a complete and expensive
been
The adcollection of moving pictures.
Mrs Ella Neal of Lewistou lias
Miss mission is so low and the entertainment
v.-iting her father. George Wise.
llattie Wise of Gartliner, his grand- is of such a high order no oue can afford
daughter. has also been there. Miss to miss it. Tickets 15 cents. Children
Wise is in the training school for teach- 10 cents.
ers in I.ewiston.
showers made havoc with

*?'

\t

!'*

Friday's
electiical apparatus. Some damage was
the power station of the Norway and Paris Street Railway by the
evening
the
afternoon shower, and
shower finished up au armature, putting
the railroad power out of commission.
I he car was not running on Saturday,
A number of Bath youngsters who had
the lights were on as usual. An.hough
the
al"in
the
river,
been swimming in
other armature was shipped by express
before
together." were recently up
fro in Augusta, arriving here on the evenJiidge Staples of the municipal court
ing train Saturday, and the car was
Stathat
Judge
tines.
an l paid
Lucky
running us usual Sunday.
M:v (. W. Johnson of Morgan Park,
Illinois, is a guest of Kev. and Mrs. II.
The son of Mrs. Johnson
A rhtTord.
w.i.s formerly principal of Coburn Institute in Waterville and is now in charge
of a seminary in Morgan l'ark.

paddling

and the the others

none at

by a boat

which was

hastening

to

House of E. C. Benson Burned.
EVIDENTLY

STRUCK

HT

LIGHTNING

IN

doesn't live insight of the 'Sandy.
Mrs. Miranda E. (King), wife of John
For the county convention on ThursU. Martin, died at her home on dill
on the Grand
sold
be
will
tickets
day
Ntreet Saturday moruing, at the age of
Trunk at one fare for the round trip
to
years. Mr. and Mrs. Martin came
from stations in Maine, Portland to
South Paris iu 1872 from their former
Tickets good going
Uilead inclusive.
husher
Besides
home in Rumford.
June 27th and 2Hth, with return limit
band. Mrs. Martin leaves one son, Authe 'J'.'lh.
gustus K. Martin of Rumford. Two
Next Sunday there will be no services sons and one daughter have died, and
at the Methodist church as the pastor there are four grandchildren—children
The of the sons—living in Massachusetts.
and people take a short vacation.
he funeral is at 2 o'clock Monday after·
monthly meeting of the official boani
will be held July 2d. For some weeks noon, attended by Rev. J. H. Little.
the Tuesday evening meeting will be
Mrs. Crania Edgerley died Saturday
combined with the Friday class meeting.
nioromg at her home on High Street,
in
known
after a short illness with
Miss Minnie A. PI uni mer,
the operatic world as Mdlle. Scalar, has she was S4 years of age. The funeral
been singing of late at Covent Garden. was at 2 o clock Monday afternoon, atLoudon, having finished her three years' tended by Rev. A. W. Puttie of BuckThe held, a former pastor of the South Paris
engagement in grand opera at
an
Methodist church. Mrs. Edgerley bad
Hague. In the fall she will begin
church
engagement iu grand opera at Nice, been a member of the Methodist
She leaves two daughfor many years.
France.
Addie
and
Miss
ters, Mrs. Amos A. Bird
Miss Albertfia u. Andrews οι litiveu
of Soutb l'aris. A son
both
y·
to
atwas in town a few days last week
h! S·
S' Edgerlejr' dietl «οme years
tend the graduating exercises of 1'aris
a
herself
is
she
which
of
High School,
h«.
graduate. She was accompanied by a
friend, Mrs. Fred liar ri man of Love'l. cause of ruin, the Odd Fellows had a
storms for
On Saturday Miss Edna Eassou returned pleasant interval between
The
to I.ovell with Miss Andrews for a visit. their memorial service uu Sunday.
and of
Mica
members of Mount
Lodge
Mrs. Sophia A. Dunham died Suuday
Mouut Pleasant Ke be kali Lodge met at
morning, the 17tb, at Frank L. Star- the hail at 2 o'clock, and after their
a
for
been
lias
bird's, where her home
memorial service there, marched to
number of years. She was 77 years of Riverside
Cemetery to decorate the
a
from
suffered
Mrs. Dunham
age
graves of their deceased members. There
some weeks ago. from
shock
p.iralvtic
was a good turnout from both bodies.
the effects of which she never fully reAt the cemetery a wreath was placed oil
covered. The funeral was held at Mr. each
grave, aud there was prayer, singStarbird's Tuesday morning.
ing by the male quartette choir of the
Republican
Delegates
has
Miss Florence M. Jewett, who
Congregational church, and a short ad- King.
Convention.
occasion
to
the
books
school
school
see
the
by
dress appropriate
been second assistant in the high
It is a sad sight to
Bethel—John M. Philbrook, E. C.
for several years, and who has resigned Kev. A. K. Baldwin. Sixty wreaths in all left at the close of the terras in the
C. M. Kimball, C. E. Barker, C. L.
cemeteries
the
several
in
the
were
all
been
has
various buildings. This is one disad- Park,
that position,
placed
presented by
Jr.
Abbott,
of
textbooks.
free
our
of
students with a ring set with three under the care of these two lodges.
system
vantage
Byron—George F. Thomas.
tourmalines, which she prizes very highPupils need something to study at home
DISTRICT.
Canton—Nathan
ΒΟΙ.8ΤΚΚ
Reynolds, Ronello A.
and I can sell books at reasonable prices
ly. All who are connected with the
Mrs. Teresa S. Grover arrived home to those who desire to make good use of Barrows.
school are very sorry that Misa Jewett's
Denmark—John Colby, William Allen.
service is at an end.
Monday from Kedlauds, Calif., where a long vacation. I advise our young
Iliram—Almon Young, Ezra W. Bosthe winter.
to read works of travel, biograshe
friends
spent
Prizes in a contest conducted by Halto enable tbem to be worth.
and
history
hie
thank
phy
to
wishes
Frank K. Witham
let Λ Davis, piano manufacturers, have
Mexico—W. L. Wescott, Harry 0.
con- more intelligent.
W. C. Stevens, Henry W. Park.
recently been coming to South Paris. neighbors for their kindnessof ina horse
The pupils of Paris schools gave $6.40 Davie,
the
toward
the
make
largest tributing
The contest was to
purchase
Norway—A. J. Stearns, C. W. Ryerto help rebuild the school houees of San
he
oue
the
in
of
the
letters
recently
the
the
from
take
words
to
number of
place
H. L. Home, Bates S. Rideout, S.
Fraucisco. The pupils of Miss Hattie son,
Miss Margaret Baker lost by lightning.
name of the firm.
C. Foster.
matin
the
interest
took
Leach
epecial
made 11&< words, and received the fifth
Paris—N. Dayton Bolster, George W.
ter. Miss Grace Penley bad a party at
Card of Thanks.
prize, a certificate good for SSO in the
Cole, Sumner E. Newell, C. Howard
raised
$4.0C
house
and
school
Biscoe
the
We wish to express our united thanki
James R. Tucker, Chandler Swift,
purchase of a piano or a piano player
to secure a globe and other improve Lane,
from the tirm. H. H. Stuart also re- to all who assisted us or sent in Howen
Alton C. Wheeler, Albert W. Walker,
ments.
husband
at the funeral of our beloved
ceived a certificate good for $tiO.
Linwood L. Powers.
Howard A. Clifford.
and father.
Kumford—H. C. Dunton, E. W. Howe,
Work on the erection of the frame ol
Mrs. A. O. Pari.in.
Waldo Pettengill, Wirt Colby, W. G.
the Mason Manufacturing Co.'s factor)
Democratic State Convention.
Mk. and M its. F. A. Pari.in.
Morse, J. H. Martin, A. E. Morrison.
began last week, and a section of the
Mu AND Mue. DKN'IS Paki.in.
At Bangor Wednesday the Democratic
Sumner—George D. Grose, Oscar G.
heaw
is
mill
is
The
first story
up.
Μ Κ AMU Mks. I). D. Small.
state convention nominated for governoi Chandler.
and
its
with
timbered, and
great length
Η K.N It ν W. Paklin.
Hon. Cyrus W. Davie of Waterville, whi
three stories of height will be an imMk. and Mks. Lkstkk A. West.
Capt. Charles W. Keyes.
was the candidate of the party in thi
was
track
The
structure.
posing
spur
of 1004. Col. F. W. Plalsted
Charles W. Keyes, a formel
campaign
Capt.
and
for
use
afternoon,
friends.
Friday
got ready
1
mayor of Augusta, was chairman of th< editor of the Farmington Chronicle.
the car loads of material can now be rui
There are many people who have uset convention, and Mr. Davis was placed li 1 died at his home in Farmington June
Tb<
in light alongside the building.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar nomination by Hon. D. J. McGillicudd; 10th, at the age of 75 years. He was
company wants more carpenters to rust rhtea
Remedy with splendid results, bu of Lewiston. Oxford County was repre born in Wilton, and taras the youngest ol
the work.
who are unknown because they havi sented in the list of vice-presidents b; a family of fifteen children. He receiv
A. Keith Spofford of this place wil 1 hesitated about giving a testimonial ο J. A. Thurston of Bethel, and on thi ed a'good education and engaged io
be instructor in English at Bates Col experience for publication. These pen
committee on resolutions by Thomas S business before the breaking out of th<
lege the coming year, taking the placi > pie, however, are none the less friend Bridgharo of Buckfleld. Bertrand G civil war. During the war he entered
of Professor William E. McNeill, wb< • of this remedy. They have done mucl Mclntire of Waterford was chosen Ox the army, and baa a long and creditabl<
has resigned.
Mr. Spofford graduate* I toward making it a household word b; ford County member of the state com record in the service. He served as pri
from Bates in 1004.
He then spent t their
personal recommendations ti mittee.
vate and non-commissioned officer it
a goo<
The resolutions declare allegiance t > several Maine organizations, and aftei
year at Dartmouth, from which institu friends and neighbors. It it
i
and
home
1
the
ii
I
to
bave
in
tion he received the degree of A. M., an< medicine
the principles of the party; belief
the close of the war was commissioned
for the past year has been at Harvard widely known for its cures of diarrhea local self-government and direct legis second lieutenant in the regular army.
sal
For
of
trouble.
initia
bowel
the
where he receives he degree of A. M. a I and all forma
lation by the people; demand
being later promoted to first lieutenant
this commencement In these iuititu by Shurtieff A Co., South Paris; Jone
tive and referendum; all reasonabl
and after his retirement to the rank ο
Store
ο
Oxford
condition
the
; Noyea Drug
tions he has taken special courses tittioj ; Drug Store,
captain. In firing a salute after thi
legislation to
himself for an English professorship.
Norway.
laborers; state aid for state roads; equal surrender of Gen. Lee, he lost the sigh
ization of taxation, especially with re : of one eve by an accident, and soirn
Andrew J. Foster of this town wa 1
The act which the Reed Sisters wi!
to wild lands; enforcement of al 1 years later lost his left leg as the resul
taken to the hospital at Lewiaton las 1 present in the merry of all musics
including the prohibitory law, bu t of wounds received in the servioe, lead
Tuesday morning for treatment for ap comedies, "Peck and His Mother-Ii the
repeal of the Sturgis law; and rc ing to his retirement on Dec. 31, 1870
pendicitis, but tbe disease had prugresi Law,'' in which those famous fun-mat submission of the prohibitory amend In 1875 he
purchased the Farmlngtoi
ed so far that although the operation wa 1 era, Tenbrooke-Lambert and Tenbrookc
ment The resolutions close with thi 1 Chronicle, which he edited until 1886
performed immediately upon arrival, h are starring in, is undoubtedly th statement: "We declare that the sum Since that time he has been retired frot
died the next day. The remains wer 1 specialty in which it bas ever been thel r *
mary of all the issues in this campaig ® active business, and his health has beei
brought home on Thursday, and th • good fortune to appear. It was eepecia .lis the question: 'Shall the atate ο
falling (or some years.
funeral was held at his late home on Elr 1 ly arranged for them and has proven
"
Maine be honest?'
Hill at 11 a. m. Saturday, attended b 1 veritable whirlwind of fun from its ii
Milo is still struggling with the ren
Kev. J. H. Little. Mr. Foster was 5
t<
ception. "Peck and His Mother-ii w
j problem. It is practically Impossible
Nationi
the
of
The
encampment
and It is
Law" will be the attraction at the Noi
years of age, and leaves a widow an·
t ο secure a rent in that town
β
held
to
be
Maine
is
Guard
of
Aug.
six children, the oldest of whom is Mrt
on June 27th.
mean sort of hoase which doesn'i
I way Opera House
18 inclusive. The arrangements lnclnd β pretty
P. A. Millett of this village, and th • I
command a monthly rental of ten do!
t1
each
of
Di
march
several
regime·
days'
Glasses on weekly payments.
other Ave are unmarried, the youngea t
Into camp.
Parmealer. Read my ad.
being nine years of age.

ples

pneumonia'

since*1"1

j

ful and every detail of the

will be entertained

The subject of Miss Field's poem was
FRIDAY EVKNINO'S SHOW Kit.
"The Golden Fleece," and the poem was
a musical narrative of the search by JaA succession of showers Friday afterMr.
his fellow Argonauts.
son and
noon and evening culminated in one
Future
"The
was
on
Wheeler's oration
which seemed to moet South Paris peoof America,"
expressing almost un- ple about the fiercest of anything which
Mies
in
its
bounded faith
The
possibilities.
has visited us for some years.
Swift's valedictory was based on the shower began soon after 9 o'clock, and
all."
"Labor
class motto,
conquers
for nearly an hour the lack of etreet
Naturally with the programme made lighte was made up for by the Hashes
hits
and
matter
up as it was, personal
which kept the earth illuminated at least
tigured quite largely. All were good half the time, while the roll and crack of
natured and apt, and were taken in good thunder were continuous. Many careful
humor not only by the audience, but by
men, before retiring for the night, went
the class members who were hit.
outside and took a survey in all direcThe diplomas were conferred by Su- tions, to see that no fires had been started.
perintendent Clifford, who spoke briefly, They thought they had made sure on
saying that while fun had perhaps pre- that matter, but the event seems to indidominated in the exercises of the even- cate otherwise.
ing, he could testify that serious, conSome twenty or thirty minutes after
scientious work had been done by the the shower had passod, fire was discovhad
been
work
their
that
and
class,
ered by the neighbors in the house of E.
crcditable both to themselves and to the C. Benson, which was situated on the
school.
high bank beside the river, off Park
The programme closed soon after 10 Street near the bridge. There aro no
o'clock with the benediction, and an- other buildings within a number of rods,
other graduation from Paris High School and it happened, though no one felt
had become a part of our local history. absolutely sure of the fact at the time,
Of the members of the graduating that there was no one in the house that
class, Miss Clifford and Miss Field plan night.
to enter Rates College in the fall. Two
The family consists of Mr. and Mrs.
or three of the young men of the class Benson and one child of theirs, and two
course in the University
a
take
to
plan
boys and a girl by the name of Damon,
of Maine, but will probably not go there children of Mrs. Benson by a former
another
until
year.
husband. Mr. Benson has been employed in the mining work on Crocker Hill
since it began, and Mrs. Benson had reParis School Notes.
cently gone with her youngest child to
There was a full meeting of the school stay with him. The other members of
were
all
committee on Saturday and
the family had gone to stay for the night
agreed on future plans. Mr. E. F. with neighbors on the other side of the
of
the
Clason was re-elected principal
river, leaving the house unoccupied.
high school at the same salary, $1)00 per
Evidently lightning struck the house,
tiret
assistant
as
Rounds
Miss
year, aud
and no one|discoverod the fact until the
FlorMiss
of
The
at $400.
resignation
fire had been burning eome time. The
ence Jewett was read and a vote of
neighborhood was quickly roused, and a
cordial appreciation was passed. The telephone call to the middle of the vilteachers in South and West Paris com- lage soon set the bells ringing and called
Most of
mon schools were re-elected.
out the firemen. Those who were first
the other teachers will retain their près- at the house said that a stream put on at
eut positions.
that time would probably have saved the
The rural, West and North l'aris house without very great damage, but as
and
con27
will
schools
begin August
nearly every one was in bed and most of
tinue ten weeks. The South Paris and the fire apparatus was at considerable
Paris Hill common schools will be- distance, the house was on fire about all
gin September 3, and continue ton weeks. over before any water could reach it.
The high school will open September 3d
Those first at hand succeeded in getfor 12 weeks.
out a portion of the furnishings of
ting
The school couimitteo examined the the house, but they could not get into
much
high school test papers and are
the dining room and kitchen, where the
pleased with the high quality of work fire was the hottest. In due time the
faiththeir
under
the
students
done by
firemen arrived, and a long line of hose
ful teachers.
was laid from the
hydrant on Porter
I wish to commend the excellent prog- Street and a stream was put on. By this
ress of pupils in the Forbes district and means a
portion oi iuo wans ui mo
the /.eal of their teacher, Miss Edna house were Baved in a damaged condiof
Curtis, in securing framed pictures
tion, though what is left is hardly suffiGeorge and Martha Washington. This cient to make the loss lees than total.
of
school also has the best collection
The people of the village turned out in
different kinds of wood. 1 also com- numbers to the Are, men and women, but
for
Withain
Kenneth
and
mend Leroy
there was little to do in the way of
good private collections.
rendering assistance.
There aie four boys in the King DisThe house was insured for $800 in the
trict. to whom we award our new gram- agency of W. J. Wheeler de Co.
mar grade diploma: W. Earl Kimball,
William King, Philip King and Albert
to
County

Advertised letters in South Paris post

►-

being

Carrie May Bennett.
Donald Payson Chapman.
Merton Rogers .®umner.
Chester Mabry Merrill.
Mildred Fuller Parlln.
Robert Wass Wheeler.
Edna Mae Easron.
Lucy Mixer Wing.

Mrs Wallace Ryerson. Mr. Moore is a
fanuliar figure t.» travelers on the Rumford talis Railroad, as he was for twentyHe is
live years conductor on that line.
now claim agent for the road.

were

was

Winslow Burbank was 18 years of age,
born and always lived in South Paris,
and was the son of Prank P. Burbank.
the well known carpenter and builder.
He attended the Paris schools and graduated from the high school in the class of
1905, entering Bates College in the fall
of the same year, and had completed all
but a few days' work of the first year of
college. He was an only child, of good
habits and upright character, popular,
and of much promise intellectually, and
his seemingly untimely death has cast a
gloom over the place.
Winslow'e father, P. P. Burbank, Is
engaged this summer building a house
at Gorham, Ν. H., and Mrs. Burbank is
there with him for the summer. Thoy
were at once notified, and went to Lewiston on the early train Priday morning.
They were accompanied from South
Paris by Rev. A. K. Baldwin.
The bodies were recovered Priday
morning, and Burbank's remains were
brought to South Paris Saturday morning and the funeral was held at the Congregational church at 2 p. m. There
was a large attendance, the high school
class of 1905 being present in a body.
Rev. A. K. Baldwin, the pastor, conducted the services, and Professor Pomeroy of Bates College also spoke. The
male quartette choir of the church eang
several selections. Large quantities of
beautiful (lowers came from friends and
classmates. The bearers were six members of the high school class of 1905, and
lister Gerry and Willard Boothby of
the freshman class in Bates. Interment
was at Riverside.

X*5i

Mr. and Mrs. Κ. X. Hall and Mr. and
in
Mrs i.eorge Briggs spent Wednesday
Auburn, taking a shore dinner at Lake
Auburn and a trip to Turner on the

bank

the spot.

c'-SecenU

J

lodge

morning.
Burbank, in company with another
pleasant
Bates freshman, A. M. Adams of Mill!·
The Oxford Association of Univernocket, Miss Lula Libby, aged 17, ol saliste was held in this place on Wednesburn, and Miss Hattie Webb, aged 19, of day and Thursday of last week. The
Lewiston, was in a canoe on Lake Au- attendance was large and the program as
burn Priday afternoon for a short out- printed laat week was carried out with
ing. Shortly after 4 o'clock, while Bur- groat success. The weather was delight

ed up

fûr ahl«an» iIaSt Tue.s,!il-V·

(l(h

that Prank Winslow Burbank of Soutl
Paris, a freshman in Bates College, had
that afternoon been drowned in Lake
Auburn. Particulars of the affair were
not generally learned until the next

Mra. Lill» M. Lnnt of Lewlston wm In One Hundred Second
Commencetown this week on business.
ment of this Old Institution.
Walter Sanborn of the Boston Globe
made bis people a short visit daring the
CLASS
FIFTY-TWO
OP
GRADUATES,
week.
ATTENDANCE OF
WITH
LARGE
A
Friday a large delegation from Oxford
Lodge, No. 18, F. & A. M., from Norway,
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS.
were invited abOxford by W. M., H. R.
in that
Farris, and members of the
Tho one hundred and second complace. They observed St. Joan's Day
very appropriately. An abundant baked mencement of Hebron Academy began
bean dinner was served at Dr. Farris' with the baccalaureate sermon delivered
cottage. There was boating and fishing. on Sunday, June 17, by Rev. Frank L.
WHkins, D. D., of Portland. The church
It was a most
outing for all.

meeting

was

Unknown

■

improve

by invitation.

Adams reached Miss Webb and sucPerl Cook is visiting her grandmother
ceeded in getting to the canoe and put- at Bridgton for a few days.
both
of
that
it.
her
Peering
upon
ting
Iuspector W. R. Robinson of Portland
them could not be supported by the was in town the first of the week and
canoe, be told her to stay and he struck assisted io the transfer of the post office
out for the shore. He was probably effects to the new postmaster, Mr. C. S.
too exhausted to reach it, but was pick- Akers. Mr. Moses P. Stiles, after eight

Kn*;»n|.moi»t.

ninUth»tr

AUBURN, I»

gether.

»

H.i-Parl*

AT

SOUTH PARIS BOY LOST Hlf

were resting easily in the canoe, Bur- most encouraging.
The visitors left
bank's cap blew off. Mine Libby reach- town Thursday afternoon.
ed to catch it from the water, and overThere was a special voyage of Oxford
turned the canoe.
Lodge, No. 1, Ark Mariners, at Masonic
The boys immediately started for the Hall on Wednesday evening.
Work folgirls. Burbank reached Miss Libby, but lowed by refreshments.
she was frightened and clasped him
At the stated communication of Oxabout the neck. He was unable to ford Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M., Friday
lights.
and they went down to- evening, June 20, Crooked River Lodge
Superintendent of Schools Kev. H. A. loosen her hold

Rev. J. W. Chesbro and family wer«
the guests of Rev. and Mrs. E. O. Taylor
of Paris Hill a few days the past week.

'.w.^K.'k'nbaU

FATALITY

WHICH A

A great shock was given the com
raunity Thursday night by the report

EXERCISEI

Hoy E. Strickland, who has a situation
with the General Electfic Co. in ScheRev. J. Wallace l'he«!>ro,
luiivh.
:
service 10 :45 a. nectady, X. Y., is at home for a short
I'urtor. Dn Sunday, preaching
Υ. Ρ ». C. E., 6m p. time.
»al> '*th School 12 Μ.;
«
M.
eveulng
P.
7
;
Tuesday
meeting
['raver
m
All are
at 7:30. Seats free.
Nathan A. Chase arrived Saturday
t.riiyer "service
welcome.
from llion, Ν. V.
The Chase-Walker Clifford, Principal Clason of the high
Pastor
J.
H.
Rev.
Little,
I !.lvtr«allst Church,
Rounds and Mise
will occur on Wednesday even- school, and Miss
at 10:45 a. m.
wedding
Sunday
every
eervtce
hi:
,·
Krr*
M.
Jewett, the assistants, occupied seats in
Evening service, 7 ing of this week.
Sunday School at 12
the choir, and Mr. Clason announced the
P. m.
Rev. Thos. S. Bruce who was to have numbers on the
STATU!) *► ITINliS.
programme. As is cusat
the
church
Baptist
Sunday tomary, the main part of tbe body of the
preached
WUMM
\
x.-rvu liQUUt,
y
was unfortunately unable to be
uioon.
full
or
before
on
evening
house had been reserved for parents and
««•link Tue»lay evening
Γ » *·. r -Mount Mien l.oiltt, regular meet- present. He is expected for next Sun- invited guests.
wee»·—Aurora
each
of
evenlns
in.. iHirs'lay
evening.
At 8 o'clock a selection was played by
lint an-1 thlnt Mon-tay evening· day
which
the Tschaikowsky Orchestra,
"
-II. c·. .1, auuuauu, nuu nan uintaicu
No.
Rebeknh
Leslie,
Pteuna'
"V, Κ-Mount an.l
furnished the music for the evening, and
e*h on for appendicitis at Dr. Kinge hospital
of
fourth
Fridays
aecontl
coi»
ίβ vefy com- the class then marched in, marshaled by
Poet. No. 148, meets
and everything points to his Merton K. Sumner, and took their seats
fortable,
each
of
•iJiVn.t thirl Saturday evenings
in the front of the house. Prayer was
speedy recovery.
n', nth ID «.· α. Κ. H nil.
offered by Kev. J. II. Little, and the proflrtt
meets
vv m K. Kim ball Kellef Corps
was
in
it"—that
is
There
in
of each month,
"nothing
gramme of the exercises was carried out
» ! tulrl s^tur-lay evenings
extra local as follows:
''V 'f
Grange, from May I to Oct-li train that we
have.
The
train
might
Satunlay; «luring the
Music
e« dr»t an.l thlnl
just the same at this
"n.ler of the year, meets every Saturday, In schedule remainsinto
Prayer.
effect a week ago.
station as it went
Music.
ana fourth Mon-Uye of
"I*
H alter C. Chase is visiting his parents Salutatory,...
.''arrle Mabelle Cllffu^l.
(· —.Stony lîrook I.ylge, No. lsl, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. C hase for a short' ClasH History,.
Morton Rogers Sumner.
e's u
u4.:ont and fourth Weil nee· lay evenings
Music.
ol
more
than
-a° abseoc?
0
Mae Muzzy Field.
l-o.lge.No. 31. meet» every two jears lie now has a situation with Class I'oem
Hall.
les,
BaiirMd at Bmm- Address to Undergraduates,
fr %■: evening at Pythian
Chester Mabrjr Merrill.
Music.
Col Win. B. White of Boston is visitLI. Jackson.
E'lna Mae Ea»son.
rhe state road work is being done Presentation of Gifts,
Iq^t fiirt sister. Mrs. Alfred
Robert Was* Wheeler
this year on the end of last year's work Oration,
Musi
i;l, * hot or blow cold, it is a melanIt is
are growing near the house of Ε. II. Farrar.
Maude Marlon Loot.
Class Prophecy,
choly fact that tho days
necessarily progressing slowly, owin.' to Valedictory,
Lllla Margaret Swift.
dh'irter.
the constant rain.
This is a pretty
* hard
Conferring Diplomas.
at an cn- season for
roads, all round.
The >chubert Quartette sang
Singing Class Ode.
teruinment at North Buckfield last
Benediction.
rhe J. S. Tapley stock of goods, in
Thursday evening.
the store >n Maxim Block, was sold at
Besides those having parts on the proMass.,
of
Gardner,
auctiou Saturday afternoon, what had
Mi-.n Margaret Scott
gramme, there are several more in the
«pending the summer with the family not already been disposed of at private class, the full list of thirteen, with the
Scott.
A.
the
John
L.
to
whom
sale, by Walter
.f her brother,
Gray,
as
have taken,
course which
■

A DOUBLE
LIFE.

INTEREST

The interest of parente and friend· ii
the welfare of Paris High School wai I
again manifested last Thursday evening
in the audience which filled the Univers
alist church to the doors for the eraduat
ing exercises of the class of 1900. The
people began to stream in that direction
at an early hour in the evening, and bj
8 o'clock, the hour set for the exercises,
Ihe large house, which was all thrown
open, was filled to its capacity.
The decorations were very simple. A
few palms and potted plants were tastefully arranged about the platform, and
at its back was an arch, draped in the
class colors of red and white, bearing al
its top the class motto, "Labor conquers
all," and below it a shield set with the
figures '00 in red and white electric

Manufacturing

vertising for ten

Clasi j

THURSDAY EVENING.

Mrs. Peasleeand daughter of Exeter
Χ. II., are visiting her mother, Mrs,
Dorcas M. Richardson.

Preaching services, 10:45 a. m. and
Sunday -School 12 M. ; Y. P. 3. C. K.
t- m
Church prayer meeting on Tue*by
m
« k
All, not otherwise con
•venluK at 7 w o'clock.
Invited.
Meted, are cordially Rev H. A. Clifford, Pastor,
Mclhi'dlt't Church,
meeting»:» A. M.:
dn Sunday. mornlug prayer
10:45 A. M.; Sûbbuth School
iirw ii1"- service
m.:
β 15 P.
Meeting
League
|> M Kpwurlh
7 Λ·» P.
prater meeteTfii!"< prayer meeting clap a meeting,
Friday
evening;
Tuesday
ing

High

at the Bidcoe school houe< » THIRTEEN GRADUATE WITH
afternoon was preached by Rev

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davies of Sai
Francisco were guests at George R,
Morton's last week.

CHLKCHte.

PirU

HEBRON ACADEMY.

Nomi.

Window Burbank Drowned.

of 1906.

Miss Julia P. Morton is at home fron
her teaching in Abington, Mass., for th<
summer vacation.

Α. Μ., 0»Ι1τ; 9 44 Α. Μ.,
tiolni'lown eael)—4:Μ ι*
p. m., dally; β:θθρ
4
.lally except Sun.lay;
only.
* Sunday
S.UK p.m.,
A.
tiulDK up (we-t^—10.-07 p.M.,ilally;
10:15
dally; 10:22 A
,iaiiv except sun<lay;
only.
sun-lay
„
_

Motto of

J. W. Chesbro.

Commencing June 17,1W6,
ΓΚΛΙΝΜ

Boetoi

sermon

Sunday

OK.VM» TKl'NS RAILWAY.

CONQUERS ALI

LABOR

Mrs. F. A. Hayden of Portland viiitet 1
friends in town a few days laat week.

ΐ'λκ» ρνβτ ofpick.

sur τη

Saturday.
is visiting in

I

Ki

_

j
_

jlars.

years of faithful and devoted work in the
best wishers of a
host of friends for his future prosperity.
Mr. Stiles' record has been honest and
clean. Π is friends have been loyal to
him and now extend their congratulations to his successor in office and wish
him the beet of success in maintaining
the excellent standing of the office
through the coming years.
The Epworth League of the Norway
Methodist church at their annual business meeting this week, elected officers
as follows:
President—Clara Connor.
lut Vlce-Pree.—Hiram Calef.
3d Vire· Pre».—Mrs. Carrie Mulrheail.
3d Vlce-Pre».—Mrs. Marv Canwell.
4th Vlce-l'res.—Uennle L. .Joelln.
Secretary—Arthur Morgan.
Treasurer—Mrs. Jane Wheeler.
The officers of the Junior League are

office, retires with the

follows:
Supt.—Mrs. Agues

as

Beunett.
Prea—Marlon fclbson.
lut Vice-Pre».—Bennte Brown.
2d Vlec.PrcB.—Lafayette Dow.
3d Vlce-Pree.—Beatrice Steven».
4th Vlce-Pree.—Cccll Brown.
Sec.—Wllllo Bennett.

was simply decorated with cedar and
daisy chains. Above the platform a
shield bore the class numerals, '06, and

above it

was

the class

"Per

motto,

angusta ad augusta." The graduating
class, fifty-two in number, wore oaps
and gowns. Dr. Wilkins gave a very
able sermon from the text, "Stir up the
gift of God that is in thee."

Monday evening occurred the annual
junior prize debate in the church. The

question for discussion was, "Resolved:
That the next legislature of the State of
Maine should resubmit the constitutional
amendment prohibiting the manufacture
and .sale of intoxicating liquors to the
people, to be voted on by them at the
next election thereafter."
Disputants in the affirmative:
Lawrence McFarland, Portland. Me.
Harold A. Roger*, Greenville, Me.
Raymond C. Bridges, West Brooklln, Me.
In the negative :
Alton Qreen, Portland, Me.
I/©ο M. Gerrlsh, Bcr'ln, Ν. H.
Raymond A. Derbyshire, I.awrence, M&»«.
The judges were Estes Nichols, M. I).,
James McFayden, M. D., and Albert J.
Stearns, Esq. Their decision, announced
on Wednesday afternoon, gave the first
prize of $10.00 to Mr. McFarland, and
the second prize of $5.00 to Mr. Derby.
Hhire.
On Tuesday occurred the annual meeting of the trustees, the most important
business of which was the election of
til roe new

meinoen

ui

iub

lenuuiug

the
force. Charles P. Chipman
graduating class of Colby College will
take the place of Professor Laferriere as
Merlin
teacher of modern languagee.
Jot, also of the graduating class of
Colby, will take the place of Professor
Noble in physics and chemistry, and
Harry C. Newton of Brown University
will take the place of Professor Guilford
D. Coy in the English department.
For the first time in many years the
familiar figure of Judge Percival Bonne.v
of Portland, the president of tho board
of trustees, was absent from the exercises of commencement week, he being
unable to leave home on account of illof

Treas.—Ella Clark.
Laferriere of the Portland ness.
Annie
schools is enjoying her vacation with her
The base ball game of Tuesday afterfather in this village.
noon was with the second team of Bowof
owner
a
V. W. Hills is the
Pope- doin, and resulted in Hebron'· favor by
Hartford runabout or light touring :i score of 14 to 5.
oue
h.
car
and
13
is
a
It
automobile.
p.
Tuesday evening the senior reception
of the best of its kind. While his friends was held at Sturtevant Home. Music
are rather inclined to feel envious, they was furnished' by Gifford's Orchestra of
all wish him lots of pleasure with his Lewiston, which also played for the
"devil-wagon."
graduating exercises the next day. The
The fine and cost of the lad who oration was given by Oscar Harris Emery
violated the town law relative to bicycle of Salisbury Cove, on the subject, "Failriding on the sidewalk in South Paris ure." He then presented the gift of the
village in the Norway Municipal Court class of '00 to the academy, consisting of
in the whole was only $3.73.
a number of fine pictures, mainly copies
Rov. C. A. Brooks was at Lewiston of paintings representing scenes in differand Yarmouth this week.
ent parts of Europe and the United
There is still an understanding with States.
those who should understand such things
Wednesday was graduation day, and
that work will soon commence on the in weather was ideal, as all the week had
Norway and Western Railroad. It is been, with the exception of Sunday's
not quite clear whether the delay is on rain. Never did the beautiful surroundaccount of "frost in the ground" or ings of Hebron look brighter and fresher
than on this day. The fine weather and
early epring politics.
S. H. Burnhara and wife and Mr. and the large number in the graduating
of
Holmes
Lincoln, Neb., class combined to attract many visitors,
Mrs. Geo. W.
Neb., were in town this week. They are and the scene was even more lively and
Mr. brilliant than usual on
automobile.
an
in
doing Maine
graduation day.
Mr.
Burnham was a Norway boy.
Although all the members of the class
Holmes is Mr. Burnham's son-in-law.
were represented on the
programme,
Prof. V. M. Whitman and family will only a portion of the parts were actually
the
lake
vacation
at
thoir
of
much
The
excused.
the
rest
spend
delivered,
being
camp this summer.
programme was as usual divided in two
On June 28, Thursday, the Norway parts, one at 10 Λ. m., and the other at 3
Federation of Women's Clubs will meet p. m., with the annual dinner between.
at F. A. Danforth's lake cottage.
All the graduates wore caps and gowns,
Mrs. A. H. Kenerson and children and the large class presented a fine apafter
Lakes
from
have returned
Rangeley
pearance. Not only do the class as a
a visit of two weeks with Mr. Kenerson. whole indicate in their appearance a
Charles Danforth of Tufts College is high degree of intellectual ability, but
at home for two weeks.
they are also on the average large in
A. L. F. Pike has purchased the old physical structure, a good proportion of
ladies' home on Main Street.
the boys, who make up more than half
A. S. Kimball and H. D. Smith were in tho class, being nearly six feet in height.
Boston this week, Mr. Kimball as deleThe music for tho graduating exercises
gate of the G. G. Council, R. and S. M., was by Gifford's Orchestra, and the full
as
of the U. S., and Mr. Smith
permanent programme was as follows:
member of the G. G. R. A. Chapter of
10 A. M.
S.
the U.
Music.
has
of
'00,
Bowdoin,
P.
Boody
Henry
Invocation.
been elected eubmaeter of Norway High
Music.

School.

prise $10.00, Alio· M. Ont». Portland. Second Prize, $5.00, Iaabel Morton, Sooth
Parla.
Debate—First price. $10.00, Lawrence Me Farland. Second prize, $3.00, Raymond Lterbrihlre.
Prise, $10.00, highest rank In Greek. Bay C.
Carter, Naskesg; honorable mention, Florence
Carl), Portland.
Prise, $10.00, hlrbeet rank In Latin, Etbel M.
Wood, Lebanon, lie.
Prize, $10.00, highest rank In modern languages, Hattle L. Emery, Owl's Head.
Prize, $10.00, highest rank In English, W.
Bridcham Nulty, Buck field.
Prize $10.00, highest rank In mathematics,
Hebron Adams. Honorable mention, Wlnthrop
F. Wilson, Portland.
Prise, $10.00, highest rank In the sciences. Hebron Adams. Honorable mention In physics, L.
Lawrie Holmes, Northeast Harbor.
Prize, $10.00, hlgbeat general rank for all
studies for the year, EthelM. Wood, Lebanon,
Me.
Senior class honors—Engllrh, W. Rridghim
Nulty, Buckfleld; German, Leila C. Walker,
Bnmford Falls; French, Brldsham Nulty, Buckfleld; honorable mention In French, Nellie M.
Keene, Hebron.
G tria, first

We have too many Russet Oxfords
Look at the following reductions.

These

λΙ,ι«*»Λη t\$

Qnntli

Parie

Mra

Oxford Universalis! Association.
The semi-annual meeting of the Oxford Association of Universalists opened
at the Universalist church at Norway at
11 o'clock Wednesday, and continued
until Thursday afternoon. There was a
fair attendance, a good number of the
ministers of the denomination being
present, and very interesting and profitable sessions were held.
After prayer had been offered by Rev.
J. H. Little of South Paris, at the opening of the meeting, Rev. S. 6. Davis,
pastor of the Norway church, gave the
visitors a cordial welcome to that place,
and J. Π. Barrows of Bethel, president
of the association, responded fittingly.
Committees were appointed, and the
preliminary business of the session was
done.
Dinner was served in Concert Hall,

under the church.

Wednesday

afternoon a

praise

heating arrangements

all modern conveniences are included in the plan.
The dedication service will be held at
2 p. m., with the following programme:
Organ voluntary.

and

Anthem

8cr1pture.
Prayer.

Choir.

Hymn No. 1.

Dedication eermon,

Holies, D. D Tufts College.
Hymn No. 147.
Rev. F. E. Itarton, Bethel.
A (hires»
Minister and People.
Act of Dedication,...
Dedication Prayer,
Rev. C. A. Hayden, D. D., Augusta.
Choir.
Response
Benediction.
The installation service for Rev. Isabella Stirling MacDuff, the pastor, will
be held Wednesday evening at 7:30
Rev. K. C.

o'clock:

Advantages of College Training.
Elbrldge Rowell IIunnewelT.j Madison.
Tact,
George Richard Kay,$ Dover, Ν. H.
xThe Catacombs of Rome,
Marsha Elizabeth Ingalls.t West Durham.
x"A Scion of the Vons,"
Louis Lawrie Holmes,$ Northeast Harbor.
xThe San Francisco Disaster,
Bernlce Marion Copeland,t Blddcford.
xThe Revolution In Russia,
Robert Nichols Gardner,* Portland.
xTho Importance of Punctuality,
Lawrence Ilersom Greene,f Portland,
x" Beethoven,"
Julia Almeda Crane,! WatervUle.
xThe Abuse of Wealth,
Arthur Gordon Hayea.J Oxford.
xForestry,. Arthur Clifford Chase,} 8heepscoU.
xThe Mission of the Beautiful,
Esper Lucy Alien,! Middle Dtm.
x"Susan B. Anthonv."
Beulah Maria Hutchinson,! Hebron.
xAthletlca,
Chester Alden Boynton,* South Jcfferaon

xThe

_

Eupiwffiïfcatharino

BJ^arke™'i'oward

surprise

11

■

Smiley

Shoe Store,

NORWAY, MAINE

F. A. 8HCRTLEFF * CO.

F.

A.

IBVBTLEFF * CO.

_

Buy

Isn't It About Time for You to

a

Hammock?
There is nothing that will give you as much satisfaction on
We sell that
hot summer days as a good comfortable hammock.
a great
kind, strong and good size, with pillows and valence, in
In our
over.
them
look
and
in
Come
colors.
and
variety of styles

large

stock

we

surely

have

]

1

that will

appeal

to you.

φι to $7 ESaoli.

Prices

ji
I

something

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F.

A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
a Stores, j»™™? I Maine.

Come in and see the new $10 Victor Talking Machine.
Think of it, 1 Victor Talking Machine, 12 of the new
8 inch records, 200 needles, only $14.20·
F.

A.

DHVRTLEFF A CO.

F.

A.

SHIBTLEFF A CO.

ι···ί·ΐίΐι·<ίΐιΐίΐι·Μ·ιιιιΐίΐιιιιΐίΐιι··ιιιι<ιι·ιι

Fly

service

also

by

Miss Jennie Gibson of

Bethel,

and sermon by Rev. Hannah J. Powell of
Bridgton, from the text, "And he said
unto him, 'Go in peace'."
Rev. P. E. Barton gave an address on

"The Business of Religion," and Rev. D.
A. Ball of Gorham, Ν. H., on "The
church—shall we support and maintain
it?" The addresses were discussed by
Rev. J. H. Little and Rev. C. A. Knicker-

A. W, WALKER & SON,

bocker.
In the evening there was special music
by some of the local singers, reading of
Scripture and prayer by Rev. D. A. Ball,
and a sermon by Rev. W. H. Gould of
Portland. Mr. Gould spoke from the
text, "And It shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out of my spirit
upon all fiesb; and your sons and daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall
dream dreams, your young men shall
see visions." After the sermon the communion was administered by Rev. S. G.
Davis and Rev. J. H. Little.

South Paris, Maine,
DEALERS IN

Harvesting Machinery of all Kinds,
Horse
Rakes, Reapers, Etc., also Gasolene

Mowing Machines, Hay Tedders,

Engines

eon.

eon.

WELL,

HER

SHAPELY SHOE.

SO IT IS THAT YOUR FEET LOOK BEST IN A

"QUEEN QUALITY"

OVER TWO MILLION WEARERS AGREE
DON'T FORGET THIS WHEN YOU
TO THIS.
PAIR OF SHOES.
NEXT
BUY YOUR
SHOE.

$2.50 to $3.50.
J. F. PLUMMER, Furalehér,
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,

21, to the wife of Oulncy
In South Pari·,
Abbott, a eon, Charles Wilson.
In South Parla, June 17, to the wife of Freeland Cummlngs, a aon.
In Oxford, June 17, to the wife of E. If.
In

BEAUTY,

FEET WILL LOOK WELL, BUT A HANDSOME
FOOT COUNTS FOR NOTHING IN AN UN-

Born.

Ingalle, a

Threshing of Grain.

IT IS THE SHOE THAT DECIDES

June

Thayer, a

and

NOT THE FOOT.
IF A WOMAN'S SHOES LOOK

Drug Store, Norway.

Telephone ΙΟβ-3.

Denmark, June 16, to the wife of James Κ

Married.

=

In South Parte, June 23. by Rev. J. II. Little
and Mla<
Mr. Ellaha 8. Coomba of
Mary V. < heanell of Brunswick.
D
Fr.
Rev.
June
Stephen
In Lewlston,
17, by
•J Klerir Mr. William Ooulet of Lewlaton an.

Portland

Died.
In South Parla, June 28, Mra. Urania B.Edger
I
ley, widow of Horace Edgerley, aged 84 ν care,

Sunday morning, between Mr
Ryerson'i and Marke
Square, a small hemstitched hand ;
Wallace

of han<
Will finder pleat
m ε de tatting.
leave at Walter L. Gray's law officc

Market

Square,

wide

edge

South Paris.

J. H. STUART &

CO.,

CIVIL ENÛINEBR5 AND SURVEYORS,
86 High Street, South Parte, Maine.
Maps and Plan· made to erder.
Maps of the tlmberlands and pocket maps
each county for aale.
(Publishers of the Atias of Mala·.)

placed on our
counters Friday Morning,

These

liOBT.

a

=

1000 Yards Lace at 5c.

months, lGdaya.
In South Parts. June 23, Mra. Miranda E.,wlfi
of John If. Martin, aged 73 yeara, 8 monthe, 2
daya.
In Parla, June 22, Addleon G. Parlln, aged 7
years.
In Auburn, June 21, Prank Wlnalow Burbanl
of South Parla, aged 18 years.
In Parla, June 17, Mra. 8ophU A. Dunham
aged 77 yeara, S monthe, 18 days.
In North Newrv, June 19, Isaac Kllgore.
In Lewlaton, June 20, Andrew J. Foster ο
Paria, aged 06 years.

kerchief with

JOBS

360 Pieces Lace at 10c.

Mine Marie Louise Boivla of Norway.

8 P. U.

Organ Voluntary.
Rev. A. b. Colson, Bethel.
Music.
Hymn No. 341.
I
H. Cole, Mechanic Falls. Address to Undergraduate»,
F.
Bev.
I Scrlnture
South Thomast(>n.
Theresa
Bartlett.f
Helen
Choir.
Anttum
of German Musicians,
Installation sermon,...Rev. C. A. Hayden, D. D. A Group
ο Leila Caroline Walker, t Rum ford Fais
S.
O.
Davis, Norway.
Installation Prayer,..Rev.
HOratlon—"Failure,"
Hymn No. 408.
Oscar Harris Emery,{ Salisbury Cove
Rev. F. E. Barton.
Welcome to the State
The Wild Flowers of Oxford County.
Addresa to the Minister,
Isabel Cromwell Morton,* South Puis
Rev. W. J. Taylor, Lewlston.
Presentation of Class Gifts,
Addreaa to the People,
Lawrence Gardner,* Portland
Rev. J. H. Little, 8outh Pari·.
282.
No.
Music.
Hymn
The Pastor.
Benediction
Glr
Potts,t North BillHOW TO BREAK UP A COLD.
erica, Mass.
to many to learn
It may be a
Nlckerson,* Boothbay Hart-oi
that a severe oold can be completely Valedictory
Ray Cecil Carter,* Nask<«(
broken up in one or two days' time.
Conferring Diplomas.
a
The first symptoms of a cold are dry, Adi—k. CI·»
B Mi)ctiel
loud cough, a profuse watery discbarge
Singing Class Ode.
from the nose, and a thin, white coating
When Chamberlain's
Awarding Prizes.
on the tongue.
Benediction.
cough remedy is taken every hour on
tbeflrat appearance of these symptom·,
xKxcnsed.
and
it counteracts the effect of the .cold
•College. {Scientific. fClaasical. (English.
restores the system to a healthy con- U Delivered Tuesday evening, J une ».
dition within a day or two. For sale ooerman honor, if French honor and English
honor.
Shurtléff A Co., South Paris; Jonei
I by
At the close of the programme, Prft
Drug Store, Oxford ; Noyes Drug Store,
!
Norway.
cipal Sargent announced the followin
! prize· awarded for the work of the pat
stor<
our
Come to Norway Jnly 4th,
I JW!
will be open all day. The Β. N. Swetl
1 Declamation—Boys, first prise. $10.00, R»:
Shoe Company, successors to Smile] mond A. Derbyshire, Lawrence, Haas. ; se con
Shoe Store, Opera House Block.
prise, 16.00, Oscar H. Emery, Salisbury Covi ,
•

many of

conducted by Rev. P. E. Barton of
Bethel, followed by reading of Scripture
and prayer by Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
was

xThe Value of

Invocation

too

Telephone 118>8.

...

stage, kitchen,

We have

goods, the style is right.
prices to reduce our stock.

new

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Salutatory.
Harry Packard, who for some time has
1! William Brldgham Nulty,· Buckfleld.
Thursday forenoon's session included
been suffering with an injured foot, ie The Origin and Development of Paper Mak
a business meetWilliam Callff Mou'ton,§ Qorliam, Ν. H. a conference meeting,
crutches.
without
ing,
the
street
on
again
Life A long the Frontier,
ing with reports from the parishes, and
Hebron.
Minnie
Alma
Merrill,;
sermon by Rev. E. W. Webber of ltumWest Paris Universalist Church.
x"William Shakespeare,"
Falls.
George Sidney Stanwood.j Rum ford Fail·. ford
Carl Alton Reed,} Gardiner.
At the closing session Thursday afterxEducatlon,
DEDICATION AND INSTALLATION OF
of
Medicine,
Progress
noon, a praise service was led by Rev.
Jamee Alton Reynolds,* Canton.
PASTOB ON WEDNESDAY.
Miss Powell, and the sermon was an imMusic.
pressive discourse by Rev. C. A. KnickThe Work of the Itoyerofter·,
from the text, "Come unto me,
erbocker,
the
June
Ν.
II.
East
27,
afternoon,
On Wednesday
Jeffrey,
Belle Florence Prescott.t
all ye that labor and are heavy laden,
beautiful now Universalist church at Class History, William Elbrldge Atwood,* Paris.
and I will give you rest."
Tho Bible In Tennyson.
West Parie will be dedicated at an afterVeraNlka Bray,J Hebron.
noon service, and in the evening of the xThe Expansion of the United States,
VERY BEST REMEDY POR
Hebron Mayhew Adams,$ Wcstbrook. THE
same day the pastor, Rev. Isabella S.
The invention of Photography,
BOWEL TROUBLE.
MacDutT, formerly of Berlin, Ν. II., will
Portland,
Field
Wilson,§
Wlnthrop
be installed.
Mr. M. P. Burroughs, an old and well
χ A Great Reformer,
Marie Emdno Shackford,} South Poland. known resident of Bluffton, Ind., says:
A start toward the building of this
Music.
church was made a number of years
"I regard Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Dicrrhcua Remedy as the very best
since, and a small fund was accumulated, xThe Paper Industry,
John William Stol>le,§ Watervllle.
but circumstances caused a suspension of
remedy for bowel trouble. I make this
of the XIX Centurv,
used the remedy
the work. Something more than a year Commercial Progress
Hiram Fobh,§ Hancock. statement after having
Ivory
the Address to Halle auil
in my family for several years. I am
Campus,
ago Rev. F. E. Barton of Bethel,
East
Jefferson.
Waldo Vanderbllt Andrews,·
This remedy is alstate superintendent of Universalist
never without it."
The M lsalon of Flowers,
be needed before the sumchurches, feeling that the time had come
Nellie Maude Keene.t Hebron, most sure to
mar in »v«r.
Whv not bur it now and
for the vision to be materialized, began χ Lighthouses on the New England Coast,
Derby Stanley,} Duck Island. be prepared for such an emergency?
to liold services in cue rreewm uajjuab
A. Shurtleff A Co., Soutb
church once a month. The intereet In- "Blchard Wagner,"
Allot· Hortense Botamlell.J Rockport. For sale by P.
creased with the prospect of a church. x"On the High Wave,"
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes
Harry Maurice Patten,J Sullivan, Drug Store, Norway.
It was at first planned to build a very
χ Japan at War,
modest chapel, but a generous friend beWillis Chenery Merrlman.t Brunswick.
If you knew the value of Chambercame interested in the enterprise, who
M uslc.
lain's Salve you would never wish to be
seemed to feel that nothing could be too
Submarine Navigation,
without it. Here are some of the
good for the purpose in view, and bo the
Lore Henry Hemenway.t South Jefferson.
diseases for which it is especially valulittle sum with which the movement My Favorite Poet,
chapped hands,
Helen Frances Buttcrfle1d,t Hebron. able: sore nipples,
started has increased to upward of eight
of Invontlon,
burns, froet bites, chilblains, chronic
thousand dollars and the beautiful new xThe Progress
Harrv Brldgham Meynell,§ Sullivan.
sore eyes, itching
piles, tetter, ealt
church will be dedicated free from debt. xA Good Education,
Price 2.r> cents per
Leslie Emerson McKeen.,* Lovell. rheum and eczema.
There are over eighteen hundred dolthe
Sioux—An
Original Story.
box. For sale by Shurtleff <& Co., Soutb
lars invested in memorial windows. A In the Time of
AliceShepard Oilman, t Buckfleld.
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyee
rich toned bell is suspended in a well xSamuel Johnson,
Leonard McCllntock,* Boothbay Harbor. Drug Store, Norway.
proportioned tower fifty feet high. There George
Games.
xOlymplc
are three gables to the church affording
Scwell Lorlng.J Brunswick.
If your stomach troubles you do not
memorial xThe PrivateCharles
Car Controversy,
space for three of the largest
that there is no cure, for a
conclude
Worroom
audience
Webster
Abercromble,
Jr.,*
Daniel
The
openby
windows.
great many have been permanently curcester, Mass.
room will seat two hunside
a
into
ing
xThe Maid of Orleans,
od by Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
dred and fifty people. The inside is
Mlttle Hanscom Lawrence,t Lewlston.
Tablets. Try them, they are cerUin to
finished in dark rich oak, with hard xln the Wild of Maine,
Charles Edwin Kimball,§ Dover. prove beneficial. They only cost a
wood pews and floor.
The Red Cross 8ociety of Japan,
quarter. Sold by Shurtleff & Co., South
Beneath the church is the vestry and
Eflle Louise Ingraham.t Rockport
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes
Sunday school room ten feet high. The
Music.

all

Successors to

Bailey Purington, who spoke in a most
pleasing manner devoting her remarks
chiefly to a tribute to Rev. A. C. Herrick, who was at the head of the school
during the trying days of the Civil War.
Other speakers who pictured in interesting and eloquent terms the pleasant

J. (Parsons) Clifford of South
Parie, Mre. Eilith L. (Packard) Cushman of Hebron and Mrs. Lena A. (Pratt)
Porter of South Paria.
The week's programme closed with
the commencement concert Wednesday
evening by the Schubert Male Quartette
of Boston, and Miss Alice Hazel Sprague
of Auburn, a former Hebron student and
a graduate of a school of oratory iu Boston, as reader.

have marked them down.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.

address and as "Chief Executioner"
called out several other speeches from
various alumni including Mrs. Sarah

Appliia

are

them and make these

at Sturtevant
The large dining
Home was taxed to ita limit and extra
seat· had to be brought in to accommodate the number of alumni present.
Prof. Geo. C. Pnrington of Parmington, President of the Bebron Academy
Alumni Association, delivered an able
room

ΠΛη««Λ ϋ

so

$*·5°
Men's Rutset Oxfords, Fitzu, $3.50 shoes for
$>*a5
Men's Russet Oxfords, $3.00 grade for
for
shoes
$3.00
Women's Russet Oxfords, Evangeline, $3.00
$*·75
New Century, $2.50 shoes for

ALUMNI DINNEB.

recollections of the past, the great work
of the present and the still greater
mission in store for this grand old institution in the future, were Prof. Prank
E. Flanscom of Gould Academy, Prof. J.
M. Pike of Livermore Falls High School,
Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin
College and George M. Atwood of the
board of trustees, all graduates of Hebron.
An interesting incident of the occasion
was a reunion of the class of 18S0. the
first class that graduated under Prof.
Sargent, celebrating their twentieth
anniversary. Among those present were
Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin
College, Prof. James M. Pike of Livermore Falls, W. Lowell Bonney and Mrs.
Mary A. (Shaw) Bonney of Waterville,

DOWN.

MARKED

;

were

May 4th. Come in

and

see

them.

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE,
NORWAY, MAINE.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost u
good ae a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD
AS

Tribune, which is

a

guarantee of its value.

If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butvou can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

A

DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

Oenwondâaoe <m loploe of laien* loth· l*dl
U aoQctted. AddreM: Editor Hommjowp
Ooumw, Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Malae
A Pew Word* for Pussy.
Some people feed their oat—when it is
R·. 188.-Deakl« Anoatto.
convenient—let him in or ont of the
My primais and finals name two wM- houae when he show· Inclination for
fcnlmals.
either, and think thej have discharged
1. Something to give light
all duty toward the animal. Snoh peo2. A girl's name.
ple ahould not be allowed to own a cat,
for neglect to this moat domestic animal
3. A Saxon god.
ia
next to neglect of an infant.
4. To divide.
To keep a cat healthy and happy these
5. The Arabian name of God.
rulea ahould be observed:
6. To save.
Never overfeed a cat, eapecially in
7. A ruminant
summer.
No.
It may be
It may be
It may be
It may be
It may be
It may be
It may be
But green

Don't cuddle it in your arma on hot

ISO.—Riddl·.

square, it may be round.
burled In the around,
much too large to lift.
malted you for a gift.
young and full of life.
worn, with tatters rife;
pink or blue or red.
for beauty. It Is said.

daya.

Feed the animale twice

the

morning and again

day, once in
night, giving

a

at

nothing between meala.
A cat ahould eat its meala aa a person
does and when finiahed thediahea ahould
be cleared and put away, inatead of
leaving them around all day with scraps
of food for the pets to eat if they want

it
No. ISO.—Inverted Pyramid.
The best kinds of food for hot weather
Across:
are fine chopped beef, lamb or liver,
1. A white stone used for rases.
with an occasional feed of fish, either
2. Narcotics.
fresh or cooked. Rice and beef, or mutbring you a free sample copy.
8. Strayed.
ton made into a stew ia very good on
4. A word termination denoting state hot daya.
sr condition.
If a cat baa been brought up on fresh
5. A letter In nature.
chopped beef this diet should not be
Down:
changed oven to cooked beef, or if cooked vegetables have been fed meat should
1. A letter in meadow.
not be substituted. Most cats like catON
2. An Interjection.
uip and it should be given about once a
8. Ad animal.
week.
4. A fenthered flying creature.
If milk is given them it should be
6. A man's name.
plentifully diluted with water, about
of
a
6. Part
plant.
one-quarter water to three parts of milk.
7. To spread about the new mown Fresh water and plenty of it should always be kept in a dish where cats can
grass.
get it, and in hot weather they should be
8. An abbreviation.
given a fresh, cool drink as often as they
to close out odd patterns and clean
Θ. A letter in nature.
will take it.
Persian and Angora cats must be proup stock.
No. 101.—Charad·.
tected from draughts. They take cold
South Paris, Maine.
[Two syllables.]
easily and often die of pneumonia.
To greet the morning sun I rise
Keep the cat out doors as much as
And trill my gladness through the skies
possible. Make it a bed of excelsior in
E. W.
the yard and let it sleep there.
I guard the fowl, yet the noble horse
I torture, oft without remorse.
Comb and brush the long, hairy coat
once a day, and each week scrub it with
[Whole.]
lukewarm water and suds.
In pink and white and blue I dress.
A cat's mouth ehould be frequently
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..
What am I? Pray, can you not guess?
I will furntoh DOORS an·! WINDOWS of any
looked into, and if a large amount of
Sise or Style at reasonable price·.
teeth around
No. lea.—ProcrrulTt Numerical Ε η I te- tartar has collected on the
the gums it should be scraped off with a
nia·.
instrument either by the owner or
1. "Your 1-2-3 4-5-6-7," he asked. sharp
a veterinary.
make 2-3-4-5-6 at your exIf In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or "1-2-7 I
A decayed tooth ehould not be allowUutalde work. *end In your order·. Pine Lnna
pense ?"
ed to stay, for it readily affects the
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.
2. The boys 1-2-3-4-5-6 on the beucli others and often causes the cat to refuse
cheering, for they had 1 5-Θ food until it becomes weak and sick from
and Job Work. 2-3-4 began
all the other boats.
hunger.
If the claws of the house pet grow too
3. The hunter gave the wounded man
M UcheU llarl Wood floor Board· for sale.
long
they should be carefully trimmed.
his
1-2-3-4-5-C-7-8.
from
a
few
nervou»drop.·;
No appetite, loss ot strength,
Should the cat show evidence of iieas
E.
w.
CHANDLER,
how
understand
"I
breath
3-4-5-β
bad
you
mm. headache, constipation,
saying,
use a prepared soap for this purpose in
Maine. were shot unless you were taken for a
feneral debility, sour risings, and catarrh West Sumner,
frequent baths. If in hot weather it
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
1-2-7-8."
claws its hair until the skin is sore, rub
This new discovKodol cures Indigestion.
TKACHERS.
4. Her face turned to an 1-2-3-4-5 hue in zinc ointment.
We want all thi teacher· we can get. t>oth as 2-3-4 saw 1-5 immense snake colled
ery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach, sexea, for Kali positions, ungraded, primary,
to Keep up Stockings.
combined with the greatest known tonic era miu tr, and high schools. Send for circular at her feet.
and register.
The problem of how to keep women's
and reconstructive properties. Kodol DysKastern Maine Teachers' Agency,
Ko. 1«3.—A J ambled Stmt·.
Stockton Springs, Maine.
pepsia Cur· does not only cure indigestion
stockings suspended in place without
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
tearing them has at last been solved,
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
and now those who spent small fortunes
every year on hosiery just because the
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
garters tore them can spend the extra
Mr. & S. Bell, of Ravwswood W. Va.. sajrmoney in some other way. And incident"
PULPWOOD.
I mi troubled «4th sour stomach for twenty 7«ara.
silk—the real sheer kind in which a
ally
It
milk
are
now
Id
«ad
we
eared
me
Kodol
usine
thread was always breaking and spoilfar baby."
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

Cord Wood,

A LOW PRICE

Slab

—

—

Wood,
Edgings,

Wood and
Carpets StoveCoal
at

Wool

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

MAINE. Also Window & Door Frames.

NORWAY,

Sour

Planing, Sawing

Stomach

....

Wanted.

PEELED

Kodol Digests What You Eat

Bortlai only. $1.00 SUe hoidtn« 25* time· the Mai
alxo. which sells for SO cents.
Prepared by L α DeWITT A OO.. OMiOAOOl
Sold

by F. Â. Sburtieff Λ. Co.

Spruce, Fir,

OF

ALL

Ε. H. PIKE,

—

Typewriters

Poplar

drlivfrfd at any elation.

THe Measure
—

and

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

picture.—New

found represented In the
York Tribune.
No.

l(M^C«auect«d

Diamond·.

II.
Ο

June

is here again and with it the
"sweet girl graduate."
And by the
way, have you noticed how many of
Commercial Brains
them are wearing glasses nowadays?
uaeaaure «very typewriter-quality for
And it's not because they think it's
quality—attribute lor attribute—by the "cute" or "sweet" either; its because of actual need, for many
of
them would have utterly failed in
their school work without the help
of glasses.
How approach It In reipontlrtacii—In
There are perhaps many who did
mechanical perfection.
How reecmble
It In appearance, iletlgn aud flnUh. It» fail, who might have succeeded had
IncreaaluK fauie uiakea permanent the they had the help and relief afforded

Underwood.

Standard—

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KINO,

Imitations

are

Never

Good.

so

t.VDCRH'OOIl TYPEWRITER
Ml
?·

CO.,

Broadway. Sew York.
Portland, Me.

Exchange St.,

SOUTH PARIS
FRUIT COMPANY.
xew

by glasses.

THE

Bankrupt's

MAINE.

Petition for

In the matter of
HENRY L. RUSSELL,

)

J

Bankrupt. )

P3rtbl«u Block.

TO-

FRUIT, CONFECTIONERY,

BACCO. CIGARS. &c„ WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL.

WE RUN A TEAM, AND MAXE
FREE DELIVERY.

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

Tu the Hon. Clabknck Hai.k, Judge of the
District Court of the Unite»t Stated for the
District of Maine :
L. RUSSELL, of Norway, In the
County of Oxford. anil State of Maine, In
said District,
représente, that on
the luth 'lay of March, last vast, be was iluly
adjudged baukrupt under the Acta of Congress
relating to bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he mny be decreed
by the Court 10 have a full discharge from all
del4s provable against Ids estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 1st dav of June, A. D. 1WW.
HKNKY L. RUSSELL, Bankrupt.

HENRY

respectfully

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Dis'rict or Mains, se.
<>n this 9th day of June. A. D. laws, on reading the foregoing petition, It is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
the same ou the £*h dav of June, A. D.
COME IN AND SEE US, AND uponbefore
said Court at Portland, In said Disl!W,
trict, at 10 o'clock In the foreuoon ; and that
SEE IF WE DON T HAYE THE aotlce thereof be published in The Oxfonl Democrat, a newspaper prlutcl in said District, and
that all knowu creditors, and other persons In
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
Interest, may appear at the said diue and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further Ordered
by the Court, that the
Clerk shall semi by mail to all known creditor·
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Halk, Judge
of the said Court, an·) the teal thereof, at Portlaud, In said District, on the 9th day of June,

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

A. D. lawi.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE,
l'are $l.BO.

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India

Wharf, Bouton, daily (except Sunday)
7 P. M.

at

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

Commencing

June 10, from Portland
at S p. m. and from Boston at 7 P. m.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marin· risk.
J. V. LISCOMB,
General
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

CALVIN

General

AUSTIN,

Agent,

President
Mass.

Manager, Boston,

and

TBATSR'S

Meat Market.
Freeh meats of all kinds
hand.

constantly on

Corned beef and salt pork

a

specialty.

Fresh fish arrive* every Monday afternoon and Thursday
morning.

shipping live stock every week,
and paying full market price.
Am

T.

MARX IT SQUABS,

SOUTH PARIS.
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I.—1. In captain. 2. A inareh. 3. Funny. 4. A machine for separating the
seeds from cotton. 3. In captain.
II.—1. In captain. 2.. Gloomy. 8. A
river of Germany. 4. Atrailroad tie. 5.
A name for Scotland. G.. Dethroned. 7.
To make new again. 8. To free. 9. In

captain.

HI.—1. In captain. 2. A feminine
3. To give entrance. 4. Atmosphere. δ. In-captain.
name.

ical mark.
4. Change an animal into hinder.

OPTICIAN,

SOUTH PARIS,

stoki;

III.

L

student should have his
No. It».—Word ChiBRM.
eyes examined, and if needed, glassletter to the first word to
es should be worn ; at least
during Add onesecond
word.
make the
student life.
1. Change cunuing into eour.
It's our province to supply glasses
2. Change holder into exchange.
that are RIGHT, JUST RIGHT.
3. Change oversight into a typograph-

Every

[L. 8.]

J A MRS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of lictltlon and order thereon.
Attest —JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.

FOR SALE.
300 farms and all kinds of Real
Estate.
Inquire of Hazen's Farm
and Real Estate Agency, Oxford,

Maine.

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings si.

High Grade Portrait Work
Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

MdwtoSt.,

SOUTH

Troy.

No. 151.—Illustrated Numerical Enig"Love sought Is good, hut given
unsought is better."
InΝα 152.
Hourglass: Centrals
dians. 1. Lexicon. 2. Penny. 8. Ada.
*. 1. 5. Itat. G. Monad. 7. Passage.
No. 153.—Omitted Vowels:
ma:

—

—

A touch, a kins. the charm was snapt.
There rose a noise of striking clocks
And feet that ran and doors that clapt
And barking dogs and crowing cocks.

m

we

born with three tongues and two

jaws; pass along trippingly to the Peapack, (S. J.), rooster brought into this
world with four lege like a mule, for
proof of which it has already kicked iteelf into notoriety; stand with astonish-

ment before the brook full of battermilk
trout at West Paris, Me., and marvel at
the Ingenuity of the man that drained
the wastage from hia butter factory into
this fishpond for the benefit of the denizens thereof, who have fattened and
taken on a flavor such as no epicure in
trout has ever dared to dream.
Passing
around the merry circle, here is a call
from Sussex County, New Jersey, to
pause and admire the hens ahe is breeding with lega of unequal length, ao that
they can't wander away from their native heath to acratch in a neighbor's
garden; and atill farther along we find
at North Stonington, Conn., the henyard
of Aleck Thompson, whoae fastidious
pullets have scratched up several pecks
of gold coin lost by a farmhand forty-five
years ago. We have not touched upon
the snakes and aea aerpenta, the wonderful dental and surgical operations upon
the animals in the zoos nor the magic
mirror, in whose ghostly surface you can
and observe the features of the
mily dead. If it were not for these
things life would not be nearly so well
worth living as it is. Let the merry
procession move along, while we reflect
how fearfully and wonderfully made are
the Sunday journals of which these
things form the features, and how even
made
more fearfully and wonderfully

fullness
it is not so easy to
and blouse effect just to one's mind. I
fix mine by sewing a balf-inch tape
around at the waist line, lowering it
right in front to allow for blousing. This
tape ia stitched on its upper and lower
edge; two holer are buttonholed in it in
front, and number one tape is run
through to each side, stitching firmly at
the sides and leaving two ends in front
to tie. This is drawn up and tied to
suit when the waist is first worn, and
remains tied until the waist is ready for
the laundry. This will be fonnd very
satisfactory by the prospective mother,
is it can be let out as much as necessary.
-Ex.

When the animals decided to estabschools they selected a school
board, consisting of Mr. Elephant, Mr.
Kangaroo and Mr. Monkey, and these
lish

fellows held a

in my stomach.
I did not work a day for three years,
can do a
and now, after using "L. F.,"
bard day's work.
Yours truly,

WILLIAM SCOTT,

Warning.

blasting

As rock
rence on

is

a

daily

Ciocker Hill, the

occur*

owner

of

the property hereby gives notice to
this effect : All persons entering the
property do so at their own risk.

Paris, Maine, May 18, 1906.
Farm for Sale.

Rare Chance for a Great Bargain.
The subscriber offers for sale his
farm situated in South Hartford,
containing So acres, well divided into tillage and pasture, wood enough
for the use of the farm, good house
and out buildings, one barn 40x60
Said
feet, one stable 24x28 feet.
farm cut* from 20 to 35 tons of good
hay, a good orchard, more than 100

SPECIALTY.

A

SIMON STAHL,

Bangor,

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

cer

unun,.

ZBT AND OORHAM,

^

We want to spin
You a yarn about

In the first place you should know that Paroid
Is no experiment. It has been on the market about
In 1898 the U. S.
ten years and has stood tbe test.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
so satisfactory, they
years later, it having proved
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
have now used many million square feet of it. The
Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitations were submitted. Railroads, manufacturers and
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
feet.
year or approximately 20,000,000
We have handled Paroid for about four years, having sold over 130,000 feet
and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 1005 we sold enough to take the place of

Agents,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

"No, Indeed!" ehouted the other two
ships and weddings played a leading In chorus. "That would never do."
part in the plot. It appears that during
"They should be taught to Jump!"
the progress of the play the Brooklyn
the kangaroo with emphasis. "All
cried
man had gone behind the scenes, where
be found his youngest offspring sitting my relatives will be glad to teach
in a corner.
them."
"Why, Marie," asked he, "have you
"No, indeed!" yelled the other two In
aren't
been left out of the play? Why
"That would never do."
unison.
others?"
yon on with the
denied
left
"I'm not
"They should be taught to look
out," indignantly
Marie. "I'm the baby waiting to be wise," said the elephant, "and all my
born!"
relatives will act as teachers."
little drama of their own, wherein court-

The artist waa decorating the interior
of the edifice.
"Are you in favor of lady angels?" he

inquired.
"We certainly are," replied

the com"And, as this

mittee of deaconeese».
ie a very smart church, you
put 'em in elbow sleeves."

might just

"No, indeed!" howled the other two
"That will never do."
"Well, what will do?" they asked as
they looked at each other In perplex-

together.
ity.

them

"Teach

to

climb," said

Plants! Plants!
I have

a

Bedding

and House

PLANTS,

the Howe Store,
now on sale in
stock always on hand.
Prices
open afternoon and evening this several medium grade pianos. A large
week.
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest >on in
A good Walter A. Wood, two the best
pianos that are on the market.
horse mowing machine, almost as

good

as

Billing· Block.

LAPLANDER STYLES.

W. J. Wheeler & Co.

Chey

th«

There is one corner lu the world
where the fashions of the people have
remained the same for the last thousand years, lbe Lapp lady is not concerned about the latest toque from
Paris nor is she subject to that soul
harrowing experience, the bargain
counter crush.
However, she way
properly h\y claim to having been the
original bloomer girl, for the nether
garment worn by her today is of the
same design as that worn by her an-

cestors of a thousand years ago.
The summer garment of the Laplander is usually of coarse woolen goods
and has something the cut of a shirt
with a high collar.
Among the sea
Lapps it is for the most part undyed.
Among the other Lapps usually blue,
sometimes green or brown and even
black smock frocks have been seen.
Round the waistbands, along the
seam in the back and on the edges this
smock is ornamented with strips of
red and yellow cloth. 1'nder this garment Is a similar one. either plain or
figured, worn next to the body, for the
Lapp never wears linen underclothing.
The trousers are of white woolen
goods, rather narrow and reaching to
the ankles, where they are tied inside
the shoes with long slender shoestrings.

Over these drawers are usually worn
leggings of thin, tanned skins, reaching from the ankles to the knees.
Stockings the Lapp never wears. lie
tills the upper curving tip of his shoes
with a sort of grass, which Is gathered
in summer and beaten to make it soft

and pliable. The winter costume onlj*
differs from that worn In summer in
that every piece Is made of reindeer
skin with the hair on.
The dress of the women differs vc-ry
slightly from that worn by the men.
The smock Is somewhat longer ami is
made without the big standing collar.
Instead of which a kerchief or cap is
To the woven
worn about the neck.
and often silver ornamented girdle
hang a knife, scissors, key, needle and
thread. The head covering is not only
different in the two sexes, but also
differs hcenrding to the locality.

LOOSE TEETH.
Sometime·

They Are the Itennlt of

Malno.

South. Paris,

Insurance.

any animal schools at all.
Between you and me, 1 expect the
animals are just as smart as they
would lie with echools run by the elephant. monkey and kangaroo. What
do you think?—Detroit Journal.

Co.,

W. «Γ. Wheeler db

price $20.

new,

W. J. Wheeler & Co. have been advised by nearly all the companies they
represent that the terrible losa at San
Francisco will be paid in full and that
the companies will not be in any way involved in regard to their financial standing. Many of the foreign companies
have wired their United States Managers
to contribute aid to the sufferers in San
Francisco and both foreign and American companies will do their part to alleviate the suffering in the stricken c:ty.

it was that none of them
yield, and when they saw there
bewas no chance to agree they all
came angry and decided not to have
so

lin veu't Chun «red Any In
Laat TltuuDunU Year·.

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just .is low
of the instrument.
Also I have
morey as they can be iold for the quality

are

Mr.

Monkey.
"leach them to Jump." said Mr.
Kangaroo.
"Teach them to look wise." said Mr.
Elephant.
And
would

^PIANOS.^

nice stock of

*

Job Team Work.

Jobbing

horse

or

ing.

April

of all

30,

kinds

with

one

horses, also corn plantL. E. NOYES,

two

1906.

South Paris.

IF YOU want a quick cash
sale for your country property, write for our improved
FREE listing blanks. No ad-

vance

payment required.

County.

The E, A Strout Farm

MOSES

Illustrates the

STREET,

Mgr.,

"The

soon.

money

expended

For Sale.

'SOUTH

ital account because the resulting good will Is something that
has value, which. If the adver-

tising has been properly done,
ueuully be Bold for the face
value of the Investment.

Factory: Akron, O.

Office

Oculist.

the Investment is made.

"Just as the quickest way to
Increase Invested wealth Is by
compounding the Interest, just so

In a paying buslnefM on
capital. Machine* c ny αηΊ simple 10
for
free illustrated catalogue
Write
operate.
ami full Information.

:

quickest

way to realize results from advertising is to comtlie

MACHINE CO..

IC8 Fulton Street, Ν. Y.

I>ound

County by

a
postal to the subscriber,
stating price and condition of book.
JAMES PLUMMER,
Augusta, Me.

drop

Nervona Trouble·.

Patents

ι

a

limite·!

County this season, caillu*

amount lo

<

11

my

In former yearo.
!
It was my Intention to devote tin· whole of nlT
: time till* year to ortlee work hut having ha 1 to
η ν.» ΙΊ·
many urgent calls from old peop'e au·! I

the returns."—Advertising

I

who

an

unab'eto leave home I have

arc

travel

a

part of the time

a«

decided

formerly.

to

'Γ*

KKMKMBKKthnt I guarantee all »f
whether fltted at your home or at on·· of i»y
ofllces. G lasse» lltted at your home will l'«· re
fltted at any one of my oflk-c* free If uut -all»
«

I factory.

;

■

I have decided to trawl

patron*

Advertisers cet good returns
on the amount Invested In
our columns. W· reach the
people.

Caldwell and Half· I
penny, 1880, wishing to sell please I

ford

NOTICE.

SPECIAL
Oxford

Experience.

WANTED.
Any one having an Atlas of Ox-

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

"The rate of Interest is deterby the skill with which

vou

STAR DRILLING

MAINE.

PARIS,

can

DRILL WELLS for your NEIGHBORS
«art

Record».

and

Machines

W. A. Porter,

"The sums spent for advertising
properly chargeable to cap-

ure

W. W. DUNHAM,
North Paris, Me.

can

my

Call and hear them talk.

mined

We
email

υ»

A full line of Columbia Disc and

Cylinder

the Inveatment.

we

25 cents each

They are worth
exchange plan.

for

■dTertlalnv I* the mmr m
The
If placed at lntereat.
profit» from the advertlalog
are virtually the lntereat on

bred Holsteins for the past
are headquarters for
years
an)thing in that line We have sold
12 young things within the last 5
months and have 4 more bull calves
and ι yearling for sale. Also a big
trade in a three year old if taken

Having

Records,

of adver-

tising In this way:

HOLSTEIN BULLS
tS

principle

or

damaged Cylinder

tisers le that they expect immediate returns of lurge proportions. Due prominent advertiser

Agency,

P. STILES, District
Norway, Maine.

Save your broken

The trouble with most adver-

"Largest in the World."
NEW YORK.

150 NAS5AU

Opportunity

COMPOUND INTEREST

If you desire to purchase real estate,
We have for sale
write or call on us.
in Oxford
some of the best farms

For Sale.
Thousands annually bear witness to
lie whs nu Louent dentist, and 110 one
Να 154.—Enigma: Car. car-at, carThese
the efficiency of Early Risers.
of nice orcharding,
acres
could have accused hiiu of tinkering
Eight
line, car-lock, car-away, car-go, carpleasant, reliable little pills have long Willi 11 sound molar unless it actually grafted and in bearing. Τ wo acres
borne a reputation second to none as a
nntiou, car-rot. car-pet, car-mine.
out of villaxative and cathartic. They are as ueeded attention. When the handsome- of nice tillage land, just
No. 155.—«'harade: Mush-room.
staple as bread in millions of homes. ly gowned woman patient came to lage. Also' a new milch cow, and
No. 15G.-Syucopatlou: Peony, pony.
Call on or
Pleasant but effective. Will promptly bini and complained that her teeth were four weeks old pigs.
No. 157.—Transpositions: 1. Swallow.
relieve constipation without
griping. getting loose and she was afraid she address,
PENLEY,
!. Invoices.
A.J.
&
Co.
Sold by F. ▲. Shurtleff
Wedding Superstitions.
would lose them he gave her some good
South Paris, Me.
The bridegroom who carries a miniaadvice aud charged her nothing, alThe sincerest tribute that can be paid
with
I
saw
man
"That
you
yesterday
horseshoe in his pocket will always
though it wae worth a good stiff fee.·
ο superiority is imitation.
The man* ture
was about the ugliest man I ever saw."
be lucky.
"There Is notliiug lu the world the
«0 YEAR8'
mitations of DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
man
is
brother."
"That
my
on
of
fairies
The bride who dreams
EXPERIENCE
uiatter with your teeth," he said. "Each
bat are now before the public prove it
that
have
I
"Well,
well,
might
guessed
will
be
:he night before her wedding
he best Ask for DeWitt'e. Good for
one is as sound as a uew dollar.
But
from the resemblance."
:brice blessed.
turns, scalds, chafed skio, eczema, tetyou should consult a-uerve specialist.
Never give a telegram to a bride or
is
time to give
When the baby talks, it
er, cuts, bruises, boils and piles. HigbEvidently .you have been worrying a
on the way to the church.
Sold by )ridegroom
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. It's
f recommended and reliable.
It is a sure omen of evil.
great deal lately."
to
known
medicine
\ A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
the
greatest baby
The woman confessed that she bad.
Marriage· on board ship are considermothers. It makes them eat,
>d unlucky. If you can't be married on loving
Miss Skreecher—What sort of songs
and grow. 35 cents, Tea or Tab- Her sister bad beeu very 111, and she
1 had* mamt·
deep
Iry land, remain unwed.
had been com|>elled to help nurse her.
ο you like best, Mr. Snphrer?
Design·
lets.
F. A. Shurtleff &. Co.
of a spider on the wedding
The
finding
Ac.
unless
wish
to
Copvmqmt·
it
lose
Mr. Suphrer—The songs of the sevenyou
"Quit
your
[own by a bride is considered a sure
don't you cultivate a placid and teeth," commauded the dentist. "Also
Anyone (ending s eketeb and description my
"Why
eenth century.
an
«bather
oar
free
aeeertaln
opinion
to
come.
quickly
oken of happiness
contented disposition?"
Miss S.—How odd! Why do you preInrentlon le probably pateiiUilei CommiBk*.
you should put yourself uuder the care tlons
If during the marriage ceremony the
strictly confidential. HANDBOOK 00 Patente
answered the energetic
"Because,"
9r them?
free. Oldest agency for mx-u ring palsoU.
redding ring should fall down, the person, "1 am too industrious to be of a physician. Iu some uervous dis- sent
Patente taken tbroaih tlunn * Co. receive
Mr. S.—Because nobody ever sings
eases the outward symptom Is a shrink►ride's fate will not be an enviable one.
tpttial notice, wit hoot charge, in the
placid and not sufficiently egotistical to
>m nowadays.
-Ex.
ing of the gums. This Is uot au unm contented."
failiug slgu, however. Some persona
that's the good of keeping from him
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest drIf you wish to shirr a girdle or ruffles,
The sworn statement of the manu- lose their teeth through a shriveling of calation
of any edenUflc Journal. Tenu, H a
Any good things yon may see,
to do so on the sewing t acturers protects you from opiates in Llie
easier
is
much
t
: four months, |L Bold by ail newsdealers.
on
accouut
of
an
excess
of
year
his
load
of
gums
'hat will lift
labor
Make the tension of the up- ; Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar—the
aaohice.
lu
the
If
Mountain
Tea.
uric
acid
drank
Like Rocky
system.
they
>er thread quite loose, and stitch where (J tough syrup that drives the cold out of
A. Shurtleff & Co.
pleuty of water the trouble would dlsou want it gathered, then pull the
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A
rour system.
I have bad several patienta
îppcar.
Dwer thread and it will gather. You j Jo.
"Why is it," she whispered at the aust fasten one end of the
svhoui I have cured simply by getting
thread seFor Sale in South Paris.
lose of the ceremony, "that the brideHiggs—I had been in Boston only two them to drink plenty of water.
urely or it will pnll through.
room always looks as if be couldn t call
The house and land belonging .to the
when I had a terrible chill.
"The gums ure pretty good indicators
lays
is soul his own?"
Sarah W. Hewett,
Hoggs—What waa the girl's name?
it the general health. Persons whose «ta te of the late Mrs.
Bottom of skirts may be finished thus:
"Probably," replied her brother, "it'»
in the center of the village, has
ituated
baste
then
think
bleed
there
Ib
!
the
face
lem
or
juins
frequently
right length,
Bcauae from tbat moment he really
wo apartments of seven and eight rooms
j L GUARANTEED CURB FOR PILES.
ich-wide braid so it will come onem't"
lomethlug the matter with their teeth. , rith sheds,
large attic, Ac., and is in
!
hem
Blind,
the
Bleeding,
Protruding
below
Itching,
inch
an
of
skirt;
Is
constitutional Instead of , ixcellent condition.
Hie trouble
ighth
The grounds are
are authorized to reΟ CURS A COLD IN ONE DAT t tie upper edge down, let the lower 1 'ilea. Druggists
oeal. A good tonic would put tbem on < xtenslve, containing additional house
if Paco Ointment fall· to
e dge remain loose or fasten with a run- I und money
ake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
heir feet, and this, accompanied by 1 ots.
< ure in β to 14 days. 60 cent·.
stitch.
n
W. T. HEWETT.
ruggists refund money if it Mis to ing
ileuty of exercise in the open air, would
E.
W.
ire.
Qrovk's signature Is on
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris. |
"All the women aeem to think him a itop the bleeding of the guma."—New
In gathering lace for underclothes the
ich box. 25o.
iork Press.
meet way is to use the over-and-over f ;reat humorist."
"Not all the women; only those with
several stitches
Protested.
"When did you first become aoquaint- J itch as if overcasting,
the needle is drawn ι iretty teeth."
Mise Wellon—The Impudent thing told
I with von husband?" "The first tint· * oing taken before
draw
the
found
will
be
6
It
An experienced man to bunch
trough.
ne to my face that I was getting old
asked him for money after we were
* riag can be easily pulled.
Don't be fooled and made to believe ind wrinkled.
arried."
Must be of good habits and
c lowels.
bat rheumatism can be cured with local
Miss Tartan—I wouldn't mind It
Mountain
HolIUter'·
ive
s ppllanoe·.
I
Rooky
from
oil
matting,
To
remove
good reference.
spots
A hacking cough is moat annoying. I
1 ihe didn't say It to your face, yon 1
wet with alcohol, run M 'ea U the only positive our· for rheamaν Minute Cough Cue draws the lu·Ie othiag, etc.,
J. A. KENNEY,
1
M
mow.
She
couldn't
that—Chicago
oold.t iun. 86 Mat·, Tea or Tablets, t. A.
tarnation out of the throat, eh«t and J * Ità hard soap and wash with
( MbBB*
South Paris.
boitlcfl Λ Oo.
'a
star.
ags. SoldbfV. A.atat9r*Oo.
—Tennyson.

quantity desired.

Dear Sirs:—
tell
CAR LOAD LOTS
I feel it my duty to write you and
F."
"L.
of
deal
a
think
I
great
you that
sick For Price and Particulars address,
At wood's Bitters, as .1 was taken
seven
six years ago and was treated by
Was also at the
different doctors.
at
Eastern Maine General Hospital,
and they told me I had a can-

their plans.
"Whrt shall the animal children be
tuught In the animal school? That Is
the question." declared Mr. Monkey.
T3-T

In any

Dec. as, 1903.

Purifier.
"L. F." is a natural Blood
of the year.
Brings relief at all seasons Bitters,
J|
meeting to agree upon The True "L. F." Atwood's
cente at all good stores.

Eze

Ά

putting
regulate the

them.

WOOD A5HES FOR SALE

700,000 shingles.
It is practically fireproof; tiie National Association of Fire Underwriters
accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks and cinders.
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with ehin^les,
being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to tbe quantity and thickness uWli]
than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of laying the
shingles. There are many roofs so Hat that shingles are entirely unHuitable.
while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
cost Is is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows. By tiHin^ Paroid
THE SCHOOL· BOAHll Buu Λ
it Is practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, <&c., with Hat roofs at a big saving
trees set out 4 years ago. in material. We have the well known Neponset Ked Hope Roofing which is an
"Yee, that is the question," exclaimed apple
There is running water in the house excellent low-priced roof, good for five years or more. Also the Neponset Black
Mr. Kangaroo and Mr. Elephant tobe pleased to furnish samples and further informaand stable, also never failing water Waterproof Paper. We shall
tion on application.
gether.
are the minda that can enjoy them.
made
Terms
in
the
easy.
pasture.
"They should be taught to climb For further
particulars inquire of
Waiting; lier cue.
trees," said the monkey positively.
William Cushman, Buckfield, or A
A Brooklyn man tells of some juvenile
"All my relatives will serve as teachD. Park, South Paris, Maine.
theatricals in which his children were
Όα ι«1 α
ΛΤαΙπα
interested. The children were Riving a ers."

There is no need worrying along in
discomfort becauKe of a disordered digestion. Get a bottle of Kodol for
Dyspepsia, and see what it will do for
you. Kodol not only digests what you
eat and gives that tired stomach a needed rest, but is a corrective uf the greatest efficiency. Kodol relieves indigestion, dyspepsia, palpitation of the heart,
Kodol
flatulence, and sour stomach.
will make your stomach young and
healthy agaiu. You will worry just in
the proportion that your stomach worries you.
Worry means the loss of
ability to do your best. Worry is to be
times. Kodol will take
ing the whole stocking—can now be worn avoided at all
Sold by
without any thought about the weave the worry out of your stomach.
F. A. ShurtlefT A Co.
breaking.
In order to hold the stockings in shape
Muggsy—"Whore did yer git de
and in place it has always been neceswatch?"
sary to have them caught up well at the
Gaffer—"Got it wid a suit o' clo'es."
top, and the clasps used on the supMuggsy—"Aw! g'on! de clothin' men
porters in time break through the fine
no watches like that
stitches because of the strain, and the ain't givin' away
hose was then practically ruined, for it wid suite o' clo'es."
Gaffer—"Well, it was a second hand
was a matter of but a short time after
what belonged to a gent what was
one break occurred before there were suit
several other "runs." This could not be in swimmin'."
avoided even with a heavier lisle thread
Make a note now to get Ely's Cream
and cotton weaves, and in desperation
Balm if you are troubled with nasal cawomen who have a fad for wearing
tarrh, hay fever or cold in the head. It
costly hosiery sought ways to remedy is
purifying and soothing to the sensitive
the evil.
line the air-passages.
Now a scheme has been devised against membranes that
It ie made to cure the disease, not to
tearing and "runs" by a theatrical fool the
patient by a short, deceptive rewardrobe woman that has proved a suclief. There is no cocaine nor mercury
cess, and since she has been using it
be talked into taking a
she declares that her hosiery has lasted in it. Do not
Cream Balm. All
three times as long, and in all the six substitute for Ely's
sell it. Price 50c. Mailed by
months1 experiment she has not had a druggists
Γ»6 Warren Steeet, New York.
single thread break at the top of even Ely Bros.,
her finest stockings.
that
Tees—It's really true, then,
"I have found that by sewing carefully
Martha Strongmind is to be married to
two pieces of stout ribbon about two
Martha
Mr. Timit? Jess—Not exactly.
inches square to the hem of each of my
says he is to be married to her. Tees—
stockings, one on either side, that the Oh, yes, of course! She has asked you
strain is no longer on the hose but on
to be her bridesmaid, hasn't she? Jess—
the ribbon into which I fasten the clasps
she asked me to be her "best
And the beauty of No;
on the supporters.
woman."
as
them
this device is that I can druw
up
You cannot induce a lower animal to
tight as I wish and feel perfectly safe
that the stockings will be free from eat beartily when not feeling well. A
"runs" or a tear when I take them off. sick dog starves himself, and gets well.
With this plau working I And that now The stomach once overworked must
the only places I wear out the sheerest have rest the same as your feet or eyes.
of my hosiery are in the feet.
You don't havo to starve to rest your
"There is another plan that is quite as stomach. Kodol for Dyspepsia takes up
decorais
less
effective, though I think it
the work for your stomach, digests what
tive than the ribbon, for with the latter you eat and gives it a rest. Puts it back
match
the
to
it is always easy enough
in condition again. You can't feel good
exact shade of the stockings, while in with a disordered stomach. Try Kodol.
be
cannot
they
frequently
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
using tapes
bought in a color that corresponds.
When the latter are put on they are
Uncle Josh—"It seems the minister
made into one on either side of the leg, has had rheumatism for the last three
and through these ribbons from the years, but be hasn't said anything about
last it."
elastics are tied. I think this
scheme is less practical than the first
Annt Hetty—"Why, I could have told
one, though it prevents any tearing or him just what to do for it."
or
the
because
garsupporters
"runs,"
Undo Josh—"Mebbe that's one of the
ters have to be changed, the clasps taken reasons why he kept it quiet."
off and ribbons or elastic fixed so that
they can be tied into the loops."
Importent to Mother·.
bottle of CASTORIA,
To Dispose of Shirt Waist Fullness. Kxamlne carefully every
rare remedy for Infants end children,
a&fe
end
a
io
the
The ebirt waists that button
and tee that It
back and have tucks ran down to yoke
of
lot
fulla
bave
quite
deptb in front,
Of
ness at the bottom to dispose of.
this free, beleave
to
likes
one
course
la Use For Over 80 Tear·.
cause the waist is so much easier to
The Kind Toe flare Alweyi Bought.
the waist on
but when
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